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ABSTRACT
LOGICO-PERCEPTUAL AND LANGUAGE PREREQUISITES
FOR BEGINNING READING
(May 1981)
Cynthia Miller-Jones
,
B.A. University of Oregon,
M.Ed. University of Massachusetts/Amherst,
Ed.D. University of Massachusetts/Amherst
Directed by: Professor Ronald K. Hambleton
The purpose of the present study was to identify specific
aspects of language and logi co-perceptual development that could be
causally related to success in beginning reading. Based on the
observation that essentially all reading research tended to deal with
isolated aspects of the process, it was felt that the integrated nature
of children's (and all human) thinking processes was a critical
consideration for analysis of possible causal relationships for
success in beginning reading.
Techniques for approaching questions of causality and research
designs that answer those questions were discussed. Based on the
theories of Jean Piaget and Noam Chomsky, and a review of the
literature, four hypotheses were tested: 1) the more advanced a
child's logi co-perceptual skills, the easier he/she will learn to
read; 2) the better a child's language comprehension the easier he/she
will learn to read; 3) the better he/she visually organizes print
(orthography perception), the easier he/she will learn to read;
4) high levels in both language and logi co-perceptual development
facilitate learning to read. A combination of a cross-sectional and
VI
repeated measures design was used to evaluate these hypotheses.
Cross-lagged time panel analysis, path analysis, and multiple
regression were used to test the hypotheses.
The sample consisted of 118 lower to middle class, rural and
suburban children ranging in age from 5 years to 7 years. All
children were tested on each measure (logi co-perceptual
,
language,
orthography, and reading) in the fall and in the spring. The sample
was analyzed as a whole and by subgroups. The characteristics of
those children who were nonreaders all year was compared to readers
all year, and to the group who became readers on all four hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1) was supported, showing a causal relationship between
prior logi CO- perceptual ability and later reading. Hypothesis 2)
showed a strong relationship but no clear causal tendency between
language and reading. Hypothesis 4) was partially supported but the
causal nature of the two variables (language and logi co-perceptual
)
could not be clearly distinguished due to the unclear findings of
hypothesis 2). Hypothesis 3) showed a causal relationship where
fall reading ability facilitated spring orthography perception
(which was the reverse of what was expected).
It was concluded that while a child's general ability to
organize his/her perceptions was clearly indicated as causally
related to success in learning to read, the language component of
the process should not be ignored. It appeared that language and
reading were reciprocally related. A theory of how children build
schemata that enable them to easily learn to read was presented.
Several follow-up studies were discussed regarding the refinement
of the orthography battery, further exploration of the strongest
predictor variables in both language and logi co-perceptual develop-
ment, and verification of the stages of reading acquisition used
in the study.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Overview and Purposes of the Study
Today, there are several controversial issues in the area of
reading instruction and research. One is the concern that too many
children finish the American public school systen with inadequate
reading skills. Within the context of this assertion come questions
about the elementary school teacher's ability to teach reading and
about approaches to reading instruction. What method of reading
instruction is best; the analytic approach which includes phonics
and controlled text programs, the skills approach known as the sight-
word or basal program, or the language experience approach? Jean
Chall's review of the effectiveness of these various programs showed
that there was little difference in the ultimate performance of
children regardless of the program used (Chall, 1967). That is to say,
no one program showed a significantly higher rate of performance than
any other. And yet, if all methods work, for the majority of students,
why do some children invariably have inordinate difficulty learning
to read? Is it the fault of the child, the teacher, or the program?
In an attempt to clarify the issue of how and why some children
have difficulty learning to read, the developmental aspects of
children's learning capabilities were identified as a possible source
for a resolution. Are there abilities that develop as a child grows
that facilitate the acquisition of reading? If these abilities were
1
2identified, would proper prescriptive instruction enable all normal
children to learn to read? The present study was designed to identify
developmental pre-requisites for learning to read and does not
address itself to the latter question of teaching strategies.
The focus of this study is on the isolation of skills derived
from the unschooled or natural development of the child that may be
pre-requisite to success in beginning reading. The assumption made
is that by looking at a child's development, better predictors of
j
reading readiness can be determined. The use of a developmental
perspective requires that theory be used to predict the most relevant
variables to study. For test publishers the current method of
identification of variables as indicators of reading readiness is
correlational. That is, beginning readers are measured on types of
skills logically not theoretically derived such as letter naming
(Meuhl & DiNello, 1976; Richek, 1978; Ellis, 1976), visual discrimina-
tion (Muehl & DiNello, 1976; Hillerich, 1978), vocabulary (Werner, 1967;
Hillerich, 1978), etc. The fact that good readers perform well on those
skills has been the justification for their use as indicators of
reading readiness for kindergarteners. This technique is a necessary
first step in the identification of pre-requisites, but it cannot be
considered diagnostic because the skills identified have not been
shown to be causally related to beginning reading. Since there has
been no causal relationship established, the teacher is left with no
indication of how to prepare "non-ready" children for beginning
reading. Consequently, it is understandable that reading
problems
3occur at an uncomfortably high rate in American schools.
No matter how competent teachers may be, they cannot make the
best decisions when necessary information is missing. Wanat (1977)
sums up the weakness of the current reading readiness approaches by
noting that standardized tests fail to take into account the nature
and development of cognitive models and individual differences. By
not providing a theoretically sound approach to diagnosis of individual
differences, the teacher is left with little assistance in determining
or assessing the developmental appropriateness of a method of
i nstruction.
The purpose of the present study was to determine what aspects
of the normal, natural development of language and cognitive (referred
to as logi co-perceptual ability henceforth) abilities in children
most adequately prepared them for beginning reading. The attempt
was to clearly define those skills that teachers intuit as reading
readiness in children. Since the answer to success in learning to
read may lie with the development of the child, the developmental
theory of Jean Piaget was explored as was the recent research in
language development prompted by the work of Noam Chomsky.
Since most experimental studies are limited to exploring one
hypothesis and/or a small number of variables, this study appears
rather broad in covering three major domains at once; language,
logi co-perceptual and reading development. The need to deal with
all three areas was prompted by the realization that teachers
are
trained to think of children's learning as occurring in isolated
areas, i.e., math instruction is taught with no thought
about language.
4reading, or writing skills. This form of teacher training produces
teachers who think of children's learning capabilities in very
compartmentalized, non-holistic ways. Such teacher preparation
reinforces the approach of textbook publishers in evaluating children's
performance, or lack of performance, strictly in terms of the skill
being studied. This study was designed on the premise that a child's
functioning in any area is fundamentally related to all other skills
and that these skills are circumscribed by the child's development--
physical, psychological, emotional, and volitional. Because it is
unrealistic to deal with all these aspects, the study was designed
to focus on what appeared to be the most essential variables for
reading— language and logico-perceptual development. It was deemed
that a study dealing with the inter-relationship of these two variables
with reading would defy tendencies to view children's abilities in a
unitary, isolated manner and would force the reader to interpret
children more holistically and devel opmentally.
From a review of the literature in these two major areas of
development in language and logico-perceptual abilities, four hypo-
theses were generated: (1) children must develop a certain level of
language proficienty to begin reading, (2) children must have
developed a certain level of logico-perceptual analysis in order to
begin reading, (3) children must be able to organizG print visually
(orthography perception) to begin reading, and (4) both language and
logico-perceptual skills must be at a certain level of proficiency
for a child to begin reading.
5The following discussion of research will focus on causal
inference, followed by literature relevant to each hypothesis, con-
cluded by a discussion of the definition of reading that was used in
this study. Chapter II will present the design, methodoloqy and
instrumentation. The results of all four hypotheses are presented in
chapter III followed by discussion of the results and implications
for further research in chapter IV.
Causal Inference
Most non-experimental studies are basically correlational in
nature. Correlational studies are problematic when asking causal
questions since the statistical procedures used are designed to show
only that performance in two or more domains is related. That is,
when subjects are ranked from high to low by performance on one task,
correlational procedures indicate the degree to which the same sub-
jects will be similarly ranked by scores on another task. The problem
with this procedure when a question of causality is being pursued is
that two events that exist simultaneously cannot be exerting a causal
influence on one another (Whitehead, 1933). Two events may partially
share a common causal influence in the past and thus be related by
virtue of that common cause. One of the two may, indeed, at some
point in the past have existed prior to the other and thus had some
causal influence on the development of that other event. The events
may both be part of a larger pattern and by virtue of the integration
*Two simultaneously existing events cannot completely share the
same past because identical pasts would result in there being only one
event in the present. Those aspects that differ between two simultane-
ous events are due to divergence in their past events.
6of that pattern they may appear to be related to each other. However,
none of these three possibilities can be determined by means which
merely show the correlation of the events at one point in time.
Since developmental questions focused on human subjects place
some limitations on the research (i.e., a child's development in one
area cannot be purposefully slowed to determine the impact on another
area of growth), an appropriate theory may provide the ground work
for verification of causal relationships by predicting those
relationships which then can be observed in children.
Such a theory stems from the organism! c philosophy of Alfred
North Whitehead (1933, 1919, 1938) as it has been applied specifically
to the Anisa Model (Carney, 1976; Conway & McCullough, 1975; Raman,
1973; Boal & Conway, 1973; Baruch & Raman, 1973; Jordan & Streets,
1973, 1975). In brief, this theory states that a child (or any human
being) functions as in integrated organism. At any moment the cumu-
lative experiences of the past are brought to bear on the present
and act as the foundation for future actions. To seek the causes of
some ability identified (or absent) in the child's present state, one
must observe the relevant patterns of functioning that existed prior
to that point in time since those patterns will be integrated to form
the present and the future (Whitehead, 1933). This principle would
force a researcher pursuing causality to eliminate all research
designs that involve the measurement or observation of a child at
only one point in time. Conversely, a design that would enable the
researcher to observe a child over a period of time prior to and
including the event in question would theoretically provide data that
could isolate some prior causal factors affecting the behavior in
7question (Kenny, 1979).
Two designs that meet these requirements are the longitudinal
design and the cross-sectional design. While full explanation of the
designs will be reserved for the methods section, a brief discussion
of their relevance to the principles of organismic development will
follow.
It must be emphasized that the strength of the theory from
which the research questions are drawn determines the strength of the
conclusions which can be drawn from any research design (Kenny,
1979). The design is either appropriate or inappropriate to the ques-
tions being asked. The longitudinal design involves following the
same group of subjects over a period of time. In this way, theoreti-
cal considerations guide the researcher's choice of behaviors to
observe prior to the particular behavior being causally analyzed. If
a relationship between a prior behavior and the behavior in question
can be established, then the researcher can draw causal inferences
from the strength of that relationship. That is, if a performance on
a prior behavior ranks children from high to low in the same or simi-
lar way that performance on a present behavior ranks children, then,
based on an organismic analysis of causal relationships, it is highly
probable that the prior behavior is at least one of the causes of the
subsequent behavior. The cross-lagged time panel analysis makes use
of the longitudinal design and is based precisely on these premises
(Crano, Kenny & Campbell, 1972; Atkin et al .
,
1977; Huck, Cormier &
Bounds, 1974; Campbell & Stanley, 1963).
The second design used in developmental studies is the cross-
sectional design (Kerlinger, 1973; Campbell & Stanley, 1963). When
8time is a limited factor, the researcher can take a cross-section of
a multi-aged population and look at the same behaviors at each age.
If the establishment of a developmental progression is the intent,
the population sampled must be shown to be eguivalent in ways impor-
tant to the study. The researcher must establish that if he/she had
followed one group of subjects for three years, those subjects would
share the same relevant characteristics with the three groups that
were measured at one time. By establishing equivalence on those
characteristics (e.g., intelligence, socio-economic status), the data
on the relevant behaviors can be treated as though they had been
gathered over time and behaviors of younger subjects could be treated
as precursors to behaviors of older subjects. Once again, referring
to Whitehead's organismic principles, the causes of a behavior must
be found in the past of that organism. While not ideal, the cross-
sectional study is an attempt at exploring the behavior prior to the
one in question. If strong relationships can be found, then causal
inferences can be drawn from the data.
Another and perhaps obvious major consideration in determining
a causal relationship is that the two variables in question must be
related to one another. That is, as one variable changes, the other
variable also changes in a predictable way. A final consideration
for making a causal inference is that the relationship between the
two variables in question be nonspurious. Spuriousness exists when
it can be shown that both variables are really dependent upon a third
variable such that, if the third variable is controlled for, the rela-
tionship between the first two variables disappears (Kenny, 1979).
If all three of these conditions of time precedence, relationship,
and
9nonspuriousness are met, then a causal relationship can be inferred.
In summary, causal inferences can be made from other than
experimental data. Based on the organismic philosophy of Alfred North
Whitehead, it was shown that the causes of any present event lie in
the past of that event and that no two simultaneously existing events
can be assumed to be causally related to each other. Further, it was
stated that the variables in question must be related to one another
in a nonspurious way. Designs that measure the degree of relationship
of simultaneous events cannot be used to imply causation, while
designs that show relationships between prior events and events in
question do provide a basis for causal inference.
Given these considerations, an investigation of the potential
for causal relationships between prior levels of logico-perceptual
development, language development, and orthography perception and later
success in beginning reading would require that several criteria be
met. First, the skills adjudged potential causes must be measured
prior to the desired effect. Secondly, the potential causes must be
shown to be related to the effect as a rationale for their inclusion
in the study. Thirdly, the design of the study must address the issue
of spuriousness. This study was designed to meet all three criteria.
The following sections address the issue of relationship between the
proposed independent variables and beginning reading.
Hypothesis 1: Language and Reading
Noam Chomsky's theory of language has spurred some very produc-
tive research in the area of language acquisition that indicates the
child is still learning the structure of his/her language through age
10
ten (Gleason, 1971; Chomsky, 1969; Roeper, 1978; Solan, 1978; Solan &
Roeper, 1978; Goodluck & Roeper, 1978). Several points about Chomsky's
theory of language should be mentioned to provide a basis for the
hypothesized relationship between language and reading. Chomsky
maintains that there are elements and relationships common to all
languages and that human beings have innate knowledge of these universal
elements. In Chomsky's (1965) words, "certain features of a given
language can be reduced to universal properties of language" (p. 35).
These universal properties may involve, for example, such processes
as categorization of concepts into things (people) taking up space
and time, or manipulable objects (p. 29). This conceptualization
implies that "all languages are cut to the same pattern, but does not
imply that there is any point by point correspondence between particular
languages" (p. 30). The child has tacit knowledge of the universal
properties of language and uses that knowledge to construct the grammar
of the particular language being acquired. Chomsky has proposed a
structural model of the language knowledge possessed by the native
speaker-hearer. This knowledge is the basis for the actual production
and comprehension of sentences. Chomsky's (1965) theory uses the
analysis of the syntax of a sentence as the medium for focusing upon
the relationships among words to determine their function and, to an
extent, their meaning. He maintains that "the base of the syntactic
component is a system of rules that generate a highly restricted set
of basic strings each with an associated structural description. .
."
(p. 17), such as noun phrase, verb phrase, etc. These base strings
and their phrase markers are the elementary units of which deep
structures are constituted.
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The deep structure of a sentence embodies all the relationships
that are implicit in the actual sentence spoken or heard and the sur-
face structure that the speaker-hearer creates. Thus, when a person
hears or speaks a sentence, a translation process occurs between the
level of tacit, deep knowledge and the surface level of the speaker-
hearer's perception of the words actually spoken or heard. The
relationships between deep and surface structures are represented by
a system of transformational rules that Chomsky and his followers have
proposed. This model could be graphically represented as follows:
EXPLICIT
A
IMPLICIT
WORDS (said/heard)
A
via perception
SURFACE STRUCTURE (conceptual organization of
A the actual words)
.transformational rules
V
DEEP STRUCTURE
A
BASE STRINGS with phrase-marks
A
BASE RULES
For children the transformational rules for "translating"
the
sentences heard or spoken into the adult meaning system are
acquired
slowly over time. Research by Roeper (1972, 1977, 1978,
1973), Tava-
Kolian (1978), Solan (1978), Matthei (1978, 1979),
Chomsky (1972), and
Brown (1973) indicates that, through exposure to
adult speech, children
12
Inductively generate a system of rules for interpreting language.
While Chomsky has continually asserted the separateness of the language
faculty from other cognitive processes, other theorists {Piaget, 1955;
Inhelder, Sinclair, Bovet, 1974) feel that the limits of this rule-
generating capacity most likely are influenced by other aspects of
the child's development. Chomsky's (1965) statements of the
following type:
It might very well be true that a series of successively
more detailed and highly structured schemata (corresponding
to maturational stages but perhaps in part themselves
determined in form by earlier steps of language acquisition)
are applied to the data at successive stages of language
acquisition, (p. 202)
provide some basis (meager though it may be) for merging his theory
with those interpreting child language development as a rule system
the complexity of which may be partially due to the child's particular
stage of general cognitive development.
If reading is viewed as another form of the language system,
then it would be logical to assume that children would use their
language acquisition strategies to decipher print. Many first-grade
teachers can intuitively identify children with potential reading
problems on the basis of their general competence with language.
Until recently, little had been done to identify what types of language
functioning, other than vocabulary, are good predictors of success in
reading. It appears that researchers from many different perspectives
have attempted to explore this intuition about the relationship between
language and reading.
Briefly, a sample of these studies have established some kind
13
of relationship between language and reading from the various per-
spectives of syntax and vocabulary (Werner, 1967), language specific
memory (Perfetti & Goldman, 1976), listening comprehension and para-
phrasing as keys to general language skills (Burger & Perfetti, 1977),
word awareness at the syllable level (Herse, 1975), and oral language
production (Newcomer & Magee, 1977). Because of the difficulty of
pulling these approaches together into a coherent theory, the psycho-
linguistic approach offers a viable alternative in its adherence to
language as a rule governed process. From this position syntactic
sophistication may prove to be the crucial variable in the beginning
reading process (Bishop, 1967; Levin, Kaplan & Kolers, 1971). The
work of Goodman (1976), Burke and Goodman (1972) and Smith (1971, 1978,
1979) has focused on formulating a conceptualization of the reading
process as an extension of the inductive skills the child has developed
while learning language. The fact that the acquisition of language
structures continues through age ten (Chomsky, 1969, 1972) indicates
that the consequent acquisition of reading skills may somehow be
constrained by factors in language development.
The Goodmans (1976) have done pioneering research to show how
reading is a psychol ingui sti c prediction process. They claim that
the child brings all his/her language acquisition skills to the
reading experience. Recent work in language acquisition indicates
that, in the process of acquiring one's native language, the more basic
structures are learned first (McNeil, 1966; Roeper, 1978; Solan &
Roeper, 1978; Brown, Cazden & Bellugi, 1973; Miller & Ervin-Tripp,
1973). Facility with those structures that have been acquired often
utakes a relatively long time. For example, even though the simple
active construct (the girl saw the boy) is spontaneously produced
early, children of five or six still vacilate on interpreting such
sentences when tested (Miller, 1978). (For the sake of brevity,
the actual processes or mechanisms by which these structures become
consolidated will not be discussed. The reader can refer to the
references sited for more detailed information.) Viewing the
reading process as the acquisition of another (visual rather than
auditory) code related to the child's native language, it would seem
very important that the underlying language system be well developed
and that the child be very facile with it. The difference between
facility and receptive competence must be stressed. Receptive
competence is demonstrated when the child can show understanding of
sentences heard. This competence does not imply facility; that is,
the child may require several repetitions before understanding is
demonstrated. Facility implies that the child has mastered compre-
hension of the structure to a certain degree of proficiency.
It is my contention that facility with language is a pre-
requisite for success in learning to read. A simple example of how
facility with language may impact on reading would be the difference
in processing required by the following two sentences taken from the
Language Comprehension Test used in this study:
a) Bill saw that Jerry hurt himself.
b) Bill saw Jerry.
The tree structure of these two sentences, derived by the experimenter,
makes the processing requirements more obvious.
15
S\
NP VP
V
sawBill that
NP
\
VP
Jerry /
V
hurt
^NP
himself
S
1
b) NP
Bill
VP
V "\NP
saw Jerry
To comprehend these sentences, the child must understand the relation-
ships among the parts. Sentence a) is more complex because there
are two complete sentences (S, and Sj that are related to each
i c.
other. Sentence b) has fewer words and expresses one thought. The
mental energy required to process a) is more during the initial
acquisition stages, but once the type of sentence is mastered
processing time reduces considerably (Perfetti & Goldman, 1976). Thus,
if the child's language has developed at a normal rate and he/she has
also developed a facility with more structures, then the only major
task in reading is deciphering and interpreting the visual code and
accommodating to the variance of printed language from spoken
language.
16
From the work of many psycholinguists (Carrow, 1974; Matthei
,
1978; Roeper, 1978; Solan, 1978; Chomsky, 1971; Bellugi-Klema, 1968;
Drake, 1975), a group of language structures that the child acquires
in the years from five to seven was compiled. An instrument that would
measure the degree of facility with each structure was used to deter-
mine the child's level of language development by age five or six when
he/she begins reading. If the language facility was low, it was
predicted that the reading task would be very laborious since the
underlying base of language skills was still being developed (Menyuk,
1976). Energy and attention would be required to deal with unfamiliar
language structures as well as with the unfamiliar print. One would
predict the child would have difficulty comprehending what was read
due to the questionable amount of information that actually got stored
in memory (LaBerge & Samuels, 1976).
As the underlying language facility increases, comprehension
should improve based on knowledge of the structures being read and
increased attention available for other levels of processing. Thus,
a language acquisition measure could help delineate the relationship
between language and reading.
A total of thirteen structures was sampled as a measure of the
child's level of development in language facility and comprehension.
Comprehension, rather than production of various syntactic structures,
was chosen because comprehension precedes production (McNeil,
1966;
Fraser, Bellugi, Brown, 1963). That is, children can
understand a
certain type of syntactic structure before they can use
it. Since
reading is a receptive process, measuring comprehension
of language
structures appeared more relevant.
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Hypothesis 2: Loq1 co-perceptual Skills and Reading
Piaget's constructivist theory of child development and
learning offers the potential for new ways of understanding how
children interact with print. Piaget's theory holds that the cognitive
schemata (ways of logically organizing information) of a child develop
gradually on the basis of maturity and experience (Ginsburg & Opper,
1969; Piaget, 1975; Inhelder, Sinclair & Bovet, 1974). Piaget looks
at the development of a child's knowledge of the world as occurring
in four stages: sensorimotor (birth to two years), preoperational
(two years to seven years), concrete operational (seven years to
eleven years), and formal operational periods (eleven years and older).
In each phase of development the child organizes his/her perceptions
about the world on the basis of existing schemata and the demands
placed on the child by the environment.
For example, in the first stage, the sensory motor period, the
child starts with reflexes as a response to his/her environment.
Through interaction with the environment, those reflexes change,
accommodating to the needs of the situation (it is understood that
the child's nervous system is also developing which facilitates the
accommodations of the child's internal schemata). The internal
schemata also regulate or organize the child's perceptions of the
world. This process of the schemata shaping the child's perceptions
and actions is termed assimilation. Schemas being reciprocally
altered by the processes of assimilation and accommodation are the
driving forces of development through all the stages. Equilibration
is the self regulatory process which includes assimilation and
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accommodation. Equilibrium is a state of temporary balance that is
reached in any particular conceptual domain. Disequilibrium occurs
when new information places demands on the child to either accommodate
or assimilate beyond the point of balance that had been reached.
Each stage is roughly characterized by the qualities of the child's
concepts and perceptions about the world. Growth is seen as a
cumulative process, each stage incorporating and expanding the
constructs of the previous stage (Ginsburg, 1969; Piaget, 1955, 1975).
The variety of experiences that compose an individual child's
schemata could be seen as an explanation of individual developmental
profiles.
When children are confronted with "structured learning" tasks,
the teacher invariably evaluates that child's performance as a "right"
or a "wrong" answer. If the child is asked to perform a task for
which he/she has not yet developed the underlying schemas, he/she will
likely fail, not because of lack of intelligence but rather due to the
mismatch between the child's interpretive framework and the task
demands. Therefore, it would seem that descriptions of the schemas
that appear in the various stages of development could be used as
means of analyzing various learning tasks to determine whether they
are developmental ly appropriate.
In reading studies the visual aspect of print has been
approached from many perspectives. Many studies have been done
attempting to determine the most salient processing unit when a
child reads. Other types of studies focused on the visual
aspects of
print dealing with how/chi Idren learn words. The literature
is divided
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into basically two groups: 1) those that feel the child must start
with the smallest unit and combine these units into words (Baron, 1977;
Estes, 1977; Samuels, 1976) and 2) those that feel the child starts
with the overall meaning of a story, sentence, or phrase and attends
only to the smallest unit necessary to make a relevant decision
(Gibson, 1977, 1976; Williams, 1976; Anderson, 1977). The focus in
this study is on the child's development of the concept of print and
how that conceptual awareness affects the child's organization of
print visually. The work of Ferreiro (1977) comes closest to
documenting some of these issues in her findings that the spaces
between words are not salient word boundaries for nonreaders or
beginning readers.
In the present study, viewing print on the page as an abstract
visual representation of language places some focus on what problems
the visual qualities of print may present for the reader. A child
merely looking at these symbols could not derive their meaning since
the appearance of the print does not in any way indicate the referent
(as does a picture). In one sense, then, the print represents a code
that the child must translate into language. It would seem that
certain abilities at problem solving would aid this translation
process. One key to problem solving is perceptual analysis. There
are many ways print on a page could be perceptually organized;, e.g.,
a letter being the smallest unit, words, or even paragraphs. If,
when the child looks at the printed array, he/she merely sees
individual letters, it will be difficult to grasp the concept
of
words, let alone meaning. Because the development of
perceptual
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discrimination depends upon maturation and experience (Piaget, 1977;
Ginsburg & Opper, 1969; Gibson, 1977; Inhelder, Sinclair & Bovet,
1974; Pinard & Laurendeau, 1969), it is entirely possible that some
children would not have enough exposure to print to have the perceptual
skills developed that are necessary to learn to read as the current
reading curricula present reading. The decoding process should be
facilitated by the child's ability to identify meaning-bearing units
(words and/or phrases) and parts of units (letters) visually without
decomposing the words (El kind, 1965; El kind, Horn, Schneider, 1965;
El kind, 1969). Therefore, it would seem that within the present
framework certain perceptual abilities would be prerequisite to success
in beginning reading (Gluck, 1973; Raven, 1974). From reviewing the
literature and pilot work, several logico-perceptual abilities were
identified as potentially related to reading. The tasks of multiple
classification, class inclusion, seriation, ordering, and orientation
will be discussed as possible logico-perceptual prerequisites for
beginning reading.
As adults, one of the problems in discussing beginning reading
is that we have forgotten what some of the first experiences were.
An example may help to illustrate what some of those initial problems
might be. Let us assume for a moment that print for a nonreader
is similar to any code that must be deciphered. The following is a
code to be used for the purpose of this discussion:
21A *Avv
A
#AV\/ A 5t?
The first task in looking at this printed array is to organize
the perceptual field in order to identify a meaningful unit. If the
subject has difficulty seeing the symbols grouped and set off by
spaces, it will be difficult to isolate potentially meaningful units
(Elkind, 1965).
Which unit size shall the subject assume is meaningful for this
code? Some possibilities are that each symbol could stand for a word
or a group of symbols for a sentence. The array could represent a
dialogue or paragraphs. (All of these organizational units--words
,
sentences, paragraphs, and dialogues are part of our experience as
readers. The child often does not have these units in his/her con-
ceptual repertoire [Ferreiro, 1977; Blachowica, 1978; Oliver, 1975]).
If the symbols are words, then repeated symbols may be the same word.
If, however, the symbols are sounds, then the sounds must recombine
to make new words as in the first line of the example. Now, in this
latter instance, the symbol has two meanings: that of the individual
sound and as a nonisolable component of a word.
In order to cope with the dual purpose of a symbol, it could
be possible that a child must be able to handle such a concept as
multiple classification logically. Several studies have found that a
child's classification skills correlate with success in beginning reading
(Nevins, 1976; Grant, 1972; Rawson, 1969; Stack & Murray, 1976; Miller,
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1976). This task requires conceptually allowing one subject to change
functional identity according to the changes of the purpose of the
task; i.e., in multiple classification a red triangle can be part of
the set triangle and the set red objects. The task may require that
both attributes be considered to classify an object correctly. If the
subject is still at the stage of one-object-one-identity, then the
perceptual field will be organized in a way that reflects this logical
framework. A child might recognize individual letters but have diffi-
culty seeing them as parts of a larger unit called a word. A child
might be able to learn words as whole units but not be able to compre-
hend that they are composed of subunits. Thus, the logical framework
would affect perceptual organization so that the child would see
clumps of symbols or merely individual symbols.
Class inclusion is a later stage in the development of the clas-
sifying skills which follows multiple classification and has been mini-
mally researched in relation to reading success. Several studies have
looked at the development of class inclusion (Ahr & Youniss, 1970;
Inhelder & Piaget, 1964; Robinson, 1975; Siegel, McCabe, Brand, Mathews,
1978; Robinson, 1976) and have found that it is situation specific.
That is, class inclusion can be demonstrated with familiar objects such
as candy in four-year-old children and not appear until nine or ten
when more abstract or unfamiliar items are being used. One study in
particular (Mason, 1977) related children's class inclusion abilities
using circles and squares as well as animals to printed word learning
in four-year-olds. The children were tested on the various class
inclusion tasks and then were taught to recognize words in print.
Those children who were most advanced in class inclusion were better
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at learning words, p = .05.
Class inclusion involves measuring the child's concept of part-
to-whole relations. In the typical task, the child is given a group
of wooden beads, some yellow and some blue, and asked, "Are there more
beads or more yellow beads?" To be good at class inclusion, the child
must be able to view the part and the role it plays in the total unit,
simultaneously realizing that both yellow and blue beads are beads so
the total set would be larger. In reading we have letters and words
so that there would be more letters than words or words than sentences.
This skill would be very important not only in analyzing individual
words but also in comprehending the word's relationship to the sen-
tence and the sentence to the paragraph.
Furthermore, in reading this code it is most likely that orien -
tation is required for correct decoding of meaning. If the subject
has not had much experience with direction as an important cue, no one
direction is preferable to another so the code could be read from top
to bottom, bottom up, right to left, left to right, and possibly
diagonally or randomly. A child's organization of spatial perception
would influence this aspect of the task. In Ternes's study (1974)
dealing with Piaget's theory on the acquisition of spatial concepts,
she describes spatial thinking as progressing in three stages. The
first stage is when space is viewed topologically; that is, objects are
seen as identical if they can be superimposed on one another. Objects
can be inverted, stretched, or shrunk to enable a fit and they are
considered identical while the space surrounding the object is con-
sidered to have no relationship to its identity. Projective space,
which often develops parallel to the third stage, euclidean space.
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enables one to interpret an object and a point of view such as before-
behind or right-left. With the concept of euclidean space come the
concepts of place, location, and distance through the use of a coordi-
nate system abstractly stated as vertical and horizontal axes. The
degree of development of a child's spatial organization would affect
the way this code would be perceived. Were I to have included \y^
as a symbol, a child at the stage of topological space would confuse
Since concepts of left and right do not develop
until projective spatial concepts mature, any systematic reading of
the code would seem impossible until that concept had developed.
Another consideration in deciphering this code is the concept
of order. Does
as adults, this question seems obvious, but to a child before develop-
ment of the concept of order, the only necessity may be that all the
parts be there. In the infralogical or spatial representation system,
order may not develop until around age seven.
Seriation (the ordering of sticks from smallest to largest) is
the parallel process to order in the logico-mathematical system of
schemas. A fair amount of research has been done regarding both the
development of seriation and its relation to reading. It is still
unclear whether certain types of seriation precede or follow classifi-
cation strategies (Modgil & Modgil, 1976b). However, both Berget (1976)
and Gallagher (1976) present strong arguments for a relationship between
performance on seriation tasks and reading tasks. Stack and Murray
(1976) have found seriation as an essential factor which accounted for
58 percent of the variance on reading tasks. Other studies by Sohns
(1974) and Ternes (1974) have shown both seriation and order to
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be good predictors of reading success. Baron and Siegel (1974) and
Brainerd (1973a, 1973b) have explored the possibility that seriation is
a subskill of the more general skill of ordering and found support for
this position. A consideration of the concepts of seriation and order
may uncover another prerequisite skill in decoding.
In summary, the processes outlined by Piaget as multiple
classification
, class inclusion , seriation and order
, and left- right
orientati on
,
have been considered as possible prerequisite concepts
for decoding the printed array.
In this study, tasks from both the logical (quantitative) and
the infralogical (spatial) systems (Ternes, 1974) were used. It
would be conceptually tidier to claim that readers relied on one
system only, but research results do not unequivocally point to
this type of conclusion. The tasks chosen have been used in other
studies and were shown to be indicators of progress in logical and
in infralogical or spatial concepts. Briefly each task will be
related to its target skill. The multiple classification task may
relate to the letter-word relationship (Miller, 1978). The class
inclusion task, a later stage in classification development, would
delimit the word-letter, word-sentence, and sentence-paragraph
relationship. Seriation might bear some relationship to the concept
of sequencing of letters and directionality (Sohns, 1974). Parallel
spatial tasks would be ordering of beads for letter sequencing.
Left- right orientation on the child's own body and on the examiner
relates to directionality in reading (Ternes, 1974).
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It would be reasonable to question why conservation ability has
not been chosen as a possible measure for reading readiness. In fact,
several studies have shown that conservers perform better on reading
tasks (Cox, 1970; Dimitrousky, 1975; Raven, 1974). The role of
conservation in beginning reading is questionable since conservation
ability does not generally complete developing until age seven or
eight and most children learn to read around age six. In fact,
Williams and Berkke (1976) found that nonconservers had higher reading
readiness scores than children who were considered as in transition
to being conservers. The discrepancy between age of onset of reading
and conservation and unclear predictive results leads one to consider
some subcomponents of conservation as being possibly related to
reading readiness. The tasks previously discussed have been selected
for these reasons.
Hypothesis 3: Orthography and Reading
A logical extension of the analysis of the reading tasks using
1 ogi co-perceptual skills is the application of those skills to print
directly. It was assumed that, in order to decipher an alphabetic
code, a child must first be able to organize the print into regular
units visually. Piaget has referred to the child's changing
perceptual
processing strategies as the development of perceptual
regulations
(Piaget, 1977). Assuming the child's visual apparatus
functions
adequately, the way the child then chooses to interpret
the stimuli
changes with the development of new attention
and grouping strategies.
Those skills may be reflected in the induction
of the conventional
rules of English Orthography, termed
"orthographic regularity" in the
literature (Gibson, & Levin, 1975; Kavanagh &
Mattingly, 1972; LaBerge
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& Samuels, 1977). This study will focus on the perception of orthog-
raphy as a subprocess of decoding and will not focus on other decoding
processes such as phonological encoding or lexical access. In this
study orthographic perception deals with the child's ability to group
print into words and sentences perceptually, to orient letters, to
scan from left to right across a page, and to organize letters to copy
a model word.
Most of the work that has been done with children's perception
of print has focused on the differences between good and poor readers.
Steinheiser and Guthrie (1977) found that perceptual and decoding pro-
cesses were the primary deficiencies in disabled readers. Ryan,
McNamara, and Kenney (1977) found poor readers deficient in concepts
of print segmentation, while Guthrie and Tyler (1976) found poor read-
ers having difficulty discriminating between words differing in the
final letters.
Another approach to dealing with orthography perception is the
development of that perception in kindergarteners and early readers.
Evans and Smith (1976) found that early readers were distinctive in
their visual memory and sound-blending abilities compared to nonread-
ers. In a similar vein, Blum, Taylor, and Blum (1979) determined that
kindergarteners did not use the spaces between words as a key to word
boundaries, that awareness of this perceptual cue developed with expo-
sure. Cohn and Strieker (1976) as well as Mason (1979) supported this
finding in their logical analysis which presented identification of
letters in early reading as not a visual problem, but lack of refine-
ment in the development of distinctive features; i.e., conceptual.
They assert awareness of distinctive features will develop with
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increased exposure to print. Niles and Taylor (1978) confirmed this
approach in their study of first, second, and third graders'
sensitivity to orthography.
More specific analyses have been done looking at the acquisition
of attention to certain visual aspects of print. Arnold, McNinch, and
Miller (1978) found that children can attend to lower-case letters more
readily than upper-case. Montgomery (1977) focused on the concept of
orientation as a crucial variable when dealing with print. While all
these studies deal with orthography and reading, it is difficult to
integrate the results into a coherent concept of orthography due to
the lack of a common theoretical base.
In an effort to follow the development of the perceptual organi-
zation of print given a Piagetian perspective, an attempt was made to
translate the Piagetian tasks of ordering, orientation, multiple classi-
fication, and class inclusion to the medium of print. By observing
performance on these tasks by five-, six-, and seven-year-olds, it
was believed a parallel could be drawn between aspects of logico-
perceptual development, sensitivity to orthography, and some possible
causal relations between orthography perception and reading.
Hypothesis 4: Language and Loqi co-perceptual Abilities and Reading
One of the initiating assumptions resulting in the formulation
of this study was the belief that language and 1 ogi co-perceptual abili-
ties were equally involved in the beginning reading process. The
traditional controversy has resembled the "chicken and egg" question:
Does language effect thought or does thought result in language? The
research data seem to favor the latter position. Both Piaget (1977) and
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Bruner (1976) maintain that the roots of language lie in the prespeech
acts of the infant. Some studies (Fieldman, 1969; Brishawn, 1975; Wind-
miller, 1975) have shown that thought or the child's conceptual-percep-
tual structure of the world precedes his/her ability to speak about it.
Fieldman, in particular, found that children acquire meaning through
concrete referents and that children five years and younger rely
heavily upon referents to interpret language.
Robertson's study (1974) appears to present data somewhere
between the two extremes. She found that those children who described
ambiguous figures with descriptors referring to both parts and the
whole were also higher in the ability to communicate accurately. She
also noted that communication accuracy related to the level of develop-
ment in that particular perceptual mode. These results seem to indicate
that language and thought are related to each other, perhaps reciprocally
but no clear precursor relationship is shown.
Flora and Kerr (unpublished paper) designed a study to determine
if reciprocal and inversion reversability occurred first in language
or in cognitive development. They tested fifty-six children aged five
to seven on seriation, conversation, class inclusion, and, in language,
the negation and active versus possessive structures. They found that
children showed ability to understand first negation, then the active-
passive structures in language which preceded the cognitive demonstration
of seriation, then class inclusion followed by conservation. They
interpreted those results to indicate that language preceded thought
and that the operation of reversibility is first accessible in language.
Frederick Grant (1976) presents a very cogent integration of the
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language and thought issues and the relationship of both to reading by
relating Piaget's theory to Chomsky's theory. He states that, just as
Chomsky represents language as having a surface structure (the words
we actually hear), a deep structure (the meaning we assign) and trans-
formations that mediate between the two, so does Piaget's theory look
at content (the behavior observed), underlying structures (the schemata
that the child builds), and the processes of assimilation and accommoda-
tion that mediate between the two.
He maintains that the deep structure of Chomsky's theory taps
into the internal schemata of Piaget's theory. Although Grant appears
to misinterpret Chomsky's theory in referring to the surface structure
as the actual words spoken or heard, I feel his analogy is still appro-
priate. Using Chomsky's (1968) definition, surface structure is the
underlying organizational structure that determines the phonetic mani-
festation of the thought, whether it is being heard or spoken. There-
fore, surface structure is not the actual words spoken but the concep-
tualization that determines those words or, receptively, the conceptual-
ization of the words heard. Applying this definition to Grant's
discussion regarding print, the surface structure would be the
conceptualization of the words read. When reading, a child goes from
the surface structure generated by the perception of print to the deep
structure (meaning) and that comprehension is dependent upon both the
system of language and the child's cognitive schemata. While this
discussion of Grant's thinking is all too brief, it does
provide a
basis for consideration of the two studies that follow.
The Tremaine study (1976) looked at first-, second-,
and third
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grade children's ability to learn syntax in both English (first language)
and French (second language) comparing an emersion curriculum to a con-
ventional seventy-five-minute-per-day curriculum. Determining who were
conservers and nonconservers
,
she found that conservers learned both
languages more readily. However, factor analysis showed that two
Piagetian tasks and most of the syntactic structures loaded on the
same factor, indicating that both relied on a common source. It would
seem that the Tremaine study lends support to Grant's statement that
'the deep structure of language is based in the schemata the child has
constructed" (p. 324).
Jenkins' study (1978) dealt directly with the major variables of
language, cognitive development, and reading. He determined whether
children were conservers, nonconservers, or transitional s as well as
testing language in the areas of conjunctions of causality, noun plurals,
and nonsyntactic sentence patterns. He measured the child's ability to
read prose and complete a cloze task. Jenkins found that children who
did well on language also did well in cognitive development. That is,
there were no nonconservers who were high on language and no high con-
servers who were low on language. Level of language and cognitive
development related to reading very strongly, p = .001. Again
referring to Grant's model, Jenkins' findings support the idea that
both language and cognitive abilities are brought to bear on the
reading process and that language and cognition function cohesively.
Thus, in the current study, it was assumed that language and logico-
perceptual ability combined would be a better predictor of success
in beginning reading than either ability alone.
Readi nq
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"Reading" is a very controversial term. There are many schools
of thought regarding how it should be studied and how it should be
defined. Each approach makes certain assumptions and analyzes the
process in light of those assumptions. In this section a brief dis-
cussion of models of learning to read that are implicit in instructional
approaches will be outlined followed by a rationale for the learning
model and definition used in this study.
The first model is the analytic approach to learning to read
which divides the reading phenomenon into hierarchically arranged
component parts from the smallest to the largest. The conseguent
instructional method, the phonics approach, results in the children
being taught the various parts of the reading process which are
supposed to be conceptually integrated into an understanding of the
process as a whole. Carolyn Burke (1980) has represented the reading/
learning process for the phonics approach in the following manner:
Meaning is the last component stressed in this hierarchy.
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Briefly, the component parts model of learning views reading
acquisition as composed of subskills of relatively equal importance.
This model represents reading in a more holistic way than the analytic
model. There is no hierarchy, so the consequent instructional model
results in bits of all the skills being taught simultaneously. The
schematic representation of this approach (Burke, 1980) would be:
The instructional approach, which is commonly known as the basal
approach, places letters and sounds in a diminished role relative to
vocabulary and meaning.
The component parts model of learning to read has generated
much research in areas such as decoding and segmentation. The results
cited are merely representative of the type of data that has been
generated by this approach to the reading process. These types of
studies have explored such issues as children who can segment words
being better readers (Shankweiler & Liberman, 1972; Calfee, Chapman &
Venesky, 1972; Wallbrown, 1975); that alphabet reciting and visual-
>
motor skills were deficient in poor readers (Satz, Friel & Rudegeaer,
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1976); and beginning readers attend to ascending letters and first and
last letters (Dunn-Rankin, 1978). In addition, some researchers have
sought to integrate these types of findings into detailed moment-by-
moment models of the reading process (LaBerge & Samuels, 1976; Samuels,
1979; Gough, 1976; Posner, Lewis & Conrad, 1972a).
Another model of how children learn reading derives from the
assumption that reading is related to the language process. In fact,
several studies have shown a strong relationship between the child's
language abilities and success in reaiding (Day & Day, 1979; Drake,
1974; Ehri, 1977; Chomsky, 1972). A continuation of this line of
thinking is represented in the work of Goodman (1976), Burke (1980),
Watson (1980), and Smith (1971, 1979, 1980), mentioning only a few.
The major attempt in this model is to explain the reading process as
a language process, modeling reading instruction and experiences on the
ways children learn language. This approach results in reading being
defined as an experience with print in which all knowledge systems
(semantic, syntactic, vocabulary, and general background) are applied
to the task of creating meaning from what is read.
Further Research, derived from assumptions of the language
group, has focused on the observation of children in the process of
learning to read. These researchers tend to use both language and
cognitive development as models for analyzing their observations. The
cumulative data from studies (Oliver, 1975; Mason, 1979; Blachowicz,
1978; Forester, 1977; Ferreiro, 1977; King, 1978; Horste, Burke,
Woodward, 1980) of this sort can be compiled into a model of how
children learn to read using developmental stages which describe the
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conceptual awareness of the child as he/she progresses in the process
of learning to read. Stated briefly, a summary of these stages would
be: 1) awareness of print, interested; 2) familiar with print as
meaning-bearing; 3) recognizes familiar words; 4) reads familiar or
memorized materials; 5) reads simplest unfamiliar materials with heavy
contextual clues; 6) reads more advanced materials with pictures;
7) reads print with minimal or no pictures; and 8) uses phonetic
analysis to decode as well as semantics and syntax. This model would
define reading in the same manner as the language researchers--as an
integration of all of the child's problem-solving mechanisms applied
to getting meaning from print. This is the definition and perspective
of reading taken in the present study.
In summary, it is assumed that the language abilities of the
child are related to reading ability; 1 ogico-perceptual abilities are
intimated as being involved in beginning reading as are the child's
abilities to organize print perceptually. The focus of the study is
to explore the possible causal relationships these factors may have
in the beginning reading process.
CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Background
The purpose of the study was to identify some crucial logico-
perceptual factors and developmental language factors that function as
prerequisites for success in beginning reading. The necessary first
step is the establishment of a valid developmental connection between
potential underlying processes and the acquisition of reading skills.
This was done by tracking the development of the target processes over
a seven month period with a population of children that spanned the
crucial age range, five years to seven years. This age was chosen
because it covered the time period when most children begin reading
and it is also the time when the critical linguistic and cognitive
processes discussed in this study develop.
This chapter is organized so that the characteristics of the
sample population are discussed first. Then after each battery of
tests is described a discussion of the reliability and validity of
those measures is presented. A brief discussion of the questionnaires
that were used is followed by a description of the data collection.
The chapter concludes with an elaborated description of the research
design and the hypotheses.
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Methods
Sample
The subjects studied were 74 kindergarteners, 23 first graders,
and 21 second graders. The sample was drawn from two Title I
elementary schools in a suburban population representing a wide
range in ability and a rural elementary school.
Tables 1 and 2 show how the student sample was distributed by
school and by grade. When the sample is considered by school, school
III is significantly lower than both I and II in the socio-economic
status of the families of the children. The children that attend
the schools do not differ significantly in general ability. The
children from school III were all kindergarteners and therefore were
significantly lower in reading ability in the fall since the other
two schools ranged from kindergarteners to second graders. The
unusual pre-reading and reading instruction in school III resulted
in the increase in the average reading level of the students by spring
such that it only differed significantly from school II.
When the students of the study are redistributed by grade
regardless of school, it is clear that no grade of students is out-
standingly unique on either socio-economic status or general ability.
Instrumentations
What follows is a discussion of the major variables in the
study and how they were measured.
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TABLE 1
Descriptive Statistics of Student Sample by School
Variables School I (n=47) School II (n=17) School III (n=15)
Socio-economi
c
status 88.5 87.2 70.6*
Abi 1 i ty 3.7 3.3 3.4
Fall Reading 3.7 3.6 2.3*
Spring Reading 5.1 5.5 4.5* (11:111)
Mi ssing 20 8 11
*p <4.01, two-tailed
TABLE 2
Descriptive Statistics of Student Sample by Grade
Variables Kindergarten
(n-74)
1st Grade
(n=23)
2nd Grade
(n=21)
Soci o-economi
c
85.1 85.6 91.5
status (35) (21) (20)
Abi 1 i ty 3.5 3.7 3.6
Fall Reading 2.6* 3.8* 5.4*
Spring Reading 4.4* 5.5* 6.9*
*p 4.01, two-tailed
The numbers in parentheses are the number of subjects the stat
was computed on.
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Coqni tive Van' ables
S_eriation . The capacity to produce a graded sequential ordering
along a stimulus dimension.
Scoring System: Ten sticks were used and a score of 8-10
correct placements would indicate optimal performance. A
score of 5-8 was taken as intermediate performance
while a score of 4 or lower indicated poor performance. To
balance this score with the rest of the logico-perceptual
battery it was multiplied by 2 to raise its base score to 20.
Ordering . The matching of various types of a sequence of beads
on a string. Ordering may be more relevant than seriation for
reading because it involves establishing a sequential relaton-
ship with fixed points such as the relationship between letters
in reading (e.g.
,
saw-was, or dad-bad). The task involves the
straight reproduction of a given order of strung beads and
reproduction of the order in reverse.
Scoring System: For two trials, one point was allocated for
each bead correctly placed. The total would be 10 for each
tri al
.
16-20 optimal
12-15 intermediate
0-11 poor
Multiple Classification . The ability to classify objects on
the basis of two criteria simultaneously. The task used
involves a 3x3 grid with red, blue and yellow triangles, squares
>
and circles. To correctly place missing pieces the child must
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classify according to both color and shape. The skills
required in this task should relate to reading in the letter-
word relationship.
Scoring System: The child on each attempt at completing the
grid pattern received a score for the correct placement
according to shape, and according to color.
col or/4
\ shape/4 ; color/6 ; shape/6
Trial 1 Trial 2
In order to avoid uneven weighting of this task, the scores
were divided by two so the total points possible per task
will not exceed 20.
16-20 optimal
12-15 intermediate
0-11 poor
Orientation (Left-Right) . Was defined as the child's ability
to label his/her own body parts as left or right, i.e., show
me your left hand. The next level of difficulty was in
having the child identify the experimenter's left arm. The
most difficult left-right task requires the child to point
to the object to the left of something.
Scoring System: The child was given 3 opportunities to identify
different body parts as left or right on his/her own body, 3
opportunities to label the experimenter's body parts and 3
opportunities to point to an object to the left or right of
something. At 2 points per question, the total score is 18.
16-18 optimal
12=15 intermediate
0-11 poor
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Hass Inclusion. Involves giving the child a varied group of
red triangles, blue triangles and blue squares and asking
such questions as: Can you name the shapes for me? Are there
more reds or more triangles? Are there more blues or squares?
Are there more triangles or squares? This type of task is
designed to test the child's concept of some to all relations.
Scoring System: This task is scored five points per question
for a total of 15 points. (To maintain a balance among tests
the scores are multiplied by 1-1/2 to provide a base of
20 points.)
16-20 optimal
12-15 intermediate
0-11 poor
Validity and Reliability
Due to Piaget's unusual evaluation methods, there is much
question to the validity and reliability of the techniques used.
Recently, several compilations of reliability and validity studies
on Piagetian tasks have been published. These studies basically fall
into three categories. The first category deals with the question
of whether or not Piaget's stages are real. Pinard and Laurendeau
(1964) report a study conducted in Canada where 700 French-Canadian
subjects were being tested to verify the existence of Piaget's stages
and to construct an ordinal scale of development from 2 to 12 years.
At the time of publication the interim results confirmed the
existence of the stages.
The second area of exploration compares childrens' performance
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on Piagetlan tasks with their scores on standardized intelligence
and achievement tests. In two studies Kaufman (1971, 1972) produced
data showing that the Piagetian tests did appear to measure elements
in common with the Stanford Achievement Test, r=.64; and the Lorgue-
Thorndike Test, r=.63. In another study by DeVries (1974) Piagetian
tasks were found to overlap with skills measured by the Metropolitan
Achievement Test and the Stanford-Binet. This data on the Stanford
Binet, r=.47, was confinned by LeRose (1978) in a study of Piagetian
measures of giftedness. However, DeVries notes that the Piagetian
tasks also appear to be measuring different aspects of cognition,
which raises the third point.
Third, Piagetian tasks have been found to have an element in
common with traditional intelligence tests, but they also have an
independent area of consistency (Kolberg and DeVries, 1974; Stephens,
1969; Hathaway, 1975; Tuddenham, 1970). Kolberg and DeVries (1974)
showed that all tests loaded on a first factor which appeared to be
"g", but that Piagetian tasks also loaded on another factor which
accounted for the independent variance. They defined this variance
as due to experience.
Although there is no comprehensive Piagetian test available at
the moment, the Concept Assessment Kit by Goldschmid and Bentler (1968)
does attempt to measure conservation in a standardized way. Because
the logico-perceptual measures used in this study were modeled on the
Concept Assessment Kit, a brief discussion of its validity will be
presented. Even though the kit has been used in many studies, no
reliability study had been done until 1975 when Goldbraith analyzed
^3
the kit. He found high reliabilities augmented by the clustering of
variables using factor analysis which indicated reasonable construct
validity. McNary, Michael, and Richard, (1978) compared the kit to the
SRA Primary Mental Abilities battery using 56 kindergarten children.
They found that performance on the kit was significantly related to
chronological age and quantitative thinking, but was independent of
the verbal measures of the PMA.
The logi co-perceptual battery was modeled on Piagetian tasks
from the Goldschmid and Bentler Concept Assessment Kit (1968) and
from materials on cognitive competence developed at the Center for
the Study of Human Potential, University of Massachusetts/Amherst.
Children interacting with these tasks behaved consistently with Piaget's
predictions; that is, they produced appropriate error patterns at
appropriate stages. For example, the tests distributed students along
an age continuum; those students who scored lower on the battery were
younger, while those who scored higher were older. When the per-
formance of students on the logi co-perceptual battery at time 1 was
compared to the performance at time 2, the correlation was .60
(p <.001). This consistency of performance on the tasks over time
suggests that the same skills are being tested and that students'
performance is predictable from time 1 to time 2. When one considers
the fact that six months elapsed between time 1 and time 2 and that
the subjects were at an age when these skills were changing, the
moderately high correlation provides a strong indication for
confidence in the measures.
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Language Comprehension
^
Language development is measured in this study by the child's
ability to hear a sentence and interpret its meaning through
the correct choices of a representative picture among three
pi ctures.
The following is a list of the language structures used:
1) the agent-object or simple active statement, 2) use of the
word "easy" e.g. "the girl is easy to see," 3) simple reflexive
using him" and "himself," 4) complex reflexive, 5) passive,
6) self-embedded sentences where the subject is the object of
an embedded clause, 7) self-embedded sentences where the subject
is also the subject of the clause, 8) one prenominal adj'ective,
9) two prenominal adjectives, 10) possessives, 11) the use of
"ask" e.g. "the girl asked the boy what to paint," 12) the use
of "promise" e.g. "Bozo promised Donald to stand on the book,"
and 13) complex form of "and" where "and" connects a final
anaphoric clause to the preceeding subject. For the full
measure, see Appendix D.
Scoring System: The test is composed of 64 sentences and the
child's score was coded from 51-64 as optimal, 30-50.9 as inter-
mediate, below 38 as poor. The child also received a subset
score for each grammatic structure. Each structure was tested
between four and six times. The choice of structures was
roughly based on appearance in child speech (Bel lugi-Kl ima
,
1968) and upon theoretical estimation (Chomsky, 1972). A child
could miss one of each set and have an optimal score.
1
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Reliability, and Validity
The language measure, as mentioned before, was a compilation of
sentence structures used in other research. An analysis of the error
patterns of a subset of the population revealed that children
responded to the sentences and pictures in the manner predicted by the
author and consistent with the research of Chomsky (1972), and Matthei
(1978). That is, for each sentence the child was to choose from one
of three pictures; one picture depicting the sentence, one picture
depicting the predicted error, and a neutral picture with appropriate
subject matter. The majority of errors (87%) resulted in children
choosing the predicted error picture. For the distribution of errors
per sentence structure see Appendix A. This data indicates that when
the child was faced with the three choices, the correct picture and
the predicted error picture were for the most part, appropriate
alternatives. The test items appear to be measuring what they were
intended to measure.
The correlation between performance at time 1 and performance
at time 2 was .67 (p = .001). Thus, the test appears to be fairly
reliably testing the same skills over time. Since the language
structures used are ones that children are acquiring between age 5
and 7, some change is expected when the lapse between testing is six
months. A small group of children was tested twice in the same
testing period. Their test- retest data shows an average change in
overall score of -2.25 points or a 4% fluctuation in the total score.
Considering that some of the structures had not been piloted, this
amount of fluctuation in scores seems minimal.
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Orthographic Regularity
Orientation was defined as the child's ability to start at
the left hand side of a page of print and move seguentially
to the right of the page, to orient the book right side up,
and to know what point is the beginning of a word. This test
was designed by the author to explore in reading the cognitive
counterpart of orientation. This skill was measured by giving
the child a book and asking how it should be held for reading,
where to begin on the page, and by pointing to show the examiner
the words to read as she reads to the child. Then the child
was given 4 letters and asked to pretend to make a word. The
beginning point and order of placement was recorded. The child
was asked "Where is the beginning if I were going to read this
word?" This procedure was repeated. The experimenter then
made a word and asked the child where the left of the word was.
This was repeated. Then, with the last word made by the
experimenter, the child was asked to locate the letter to the
left of another letter. This guestion was asked three times
varying the letters.
Scoring System: For the guestions using the book, the child
received 1 point for each correct indication, 3 total. On the
letter exercise the child received one point for each correct
position placement, four per trial, eight total. The last six
guestions involving location of the left of the word and
letters to the left of other letters totals 6 points. This
score totals to 17 which was multiplied by 1.15 to bring the
scor^ up to a base of 20.
15-20 optimal
12-15 intermediate
0-11 poor
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Multiple Class ification was defined as the ability to recognize
two components of a word, initial letter and ending cluster,
and to classify a word according to both variables simultaneously.
This task was designed to explore the identity problem of
letter versus the Gestalt of the word for the child. There
were two tasks in this section. First, the child was shown
a grid (as in the cognitive task with the triangles, squares,
and diamonds). Words were printed in the grid forming a
pattern (make, cake, rake, move, cove, rove, mat, cat, rat).
One word was left out and the child was asked to choose the
correct word among alternatives to complete the pattern. The
child was reminded that reading the words was not necessary,
he/she could just "go on looks." This process was repeated
with a grid with two words missing. The second task involved
a blank grid. The experimenter placed word cards on the grid
(tall, call, ball, took, cook, book, told, cold, bold) with
four words missing. The child placed the extra cards in the
spaces. This task was repeated leaving six spaces blank.
Scoring System: Task I--the child received one point for
each correctly placed word for a total of three points for
both trials. Task II--one point for initial letter and one
point for ending for a total of 20 points for both trials. The
combined total was 23 points. This was multiplied by .85 to
reduce the score closer to a 20 point base.
16-20 optimal
12-15 intermediate
0-11 poor
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Ordering . In reference to reading was confined to the stages
of matching and reversed matching. The experimenter presented
the child with a set of letters. A model word was placed in
front of the child and the child was asked to create the same
word with his/her letters. This task was repeated with another
word. Then the child was asked to put the letters in reverse
order from those in the model. This task was repeated.
Scoring System: The child received 1 point for each letter
correctly placed; all words were four letters long for a total
of 16 points times 1.25 for a base of 20.
16-20 optimal
12-15 intermediate
0-11 poor
Class Inclusion . For reading involved the child's discrimination
of parts and wholes via letters, words, and sentences. The
child was given a strip of paper with a short sentence on it.
The child was asked to point to a letter, to count the number
of letters on the paper, and then to count the number of words.
In each instance where the child was asked to identify a letter,
it was predetermined that the child knew what the letter looked
like and its name. The child was then asked: "Are there more
e's or more letters?. . . Are there more letters or more I's?"
With the next sentence, the following question was asked: "Are
there more letters or more words?" (With the presentation of
each new stimulus the letters and words were counted.) Next
a piece of paper with a paragraph was presented. The words
and sentences were counted. (If the child did not know what a
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sentence was he/she was shown how to identify one.) The
following questions were asked: "Are there more words or more
sentences?.
. . Are there more sentences or more words?"
Scoring System: Each response received 4 points for a total
of 20.
16-20 optimal
12-15 intermediate
0-11 poor
Reliability and Validity
The orthography battery is a more difficult test to discuss
because it was an extrapolation of the Piagetian tasks in the logico-
perceptual battery using print rather than blocks as the medium. Once
a child has demonstrated mastery of an operation on one medium can it
be assumed that there is direct transfer of those skills to another
medium? Several studies have shown that the transfer to a new medium
takes time (Siegel, McCabe, Brand & Mathews, 1978; Stack & Murray,
1976); that when different media are used children's performance on
such tasks as multiple classification and class inclusion varies. The
data from this study supports this finding. In fact, fall performance
on the logico-perceptual battery better predicts spring performance on
the orthography battery (r=.53, p = .001) than the fall scores on
logico-perceptual predict the fall scores on orthography (r=.37,
p = .001). This data can be interpreted to mean that children must
interact sufficiently with a new medium before they can apply the
knowledge structures they have already developed for the same
operations with an old medium (Gallagher, 1976). Thus, it appears
that the structure of the tasks in the orthography measure do require
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the same processes as demonstrated in the logi co-perceptual battery,
but the lack of sufficient familiarity with print produces a lag
before this relationship can be demonstrated.
The low correlation of the orthography battery from time 1 to
time 2 (r-.35, p = .001) can also be explained when the preceding
discussion is considered. If children cannot demonstrate mastery
on the orthographic battery at time 1 because they are relatively
unfamiliar with print (82% of the population are beginning first grade
or younger), and they begin to demonstrate mastery by time 2 due
to six months exposure to print in a school setting, one would expect
a low relationship. Since the first measure yields random data, it
is measuring non-performance rather than poor performance. Non-
performance can not be correlated with later performance. To determine
if the orthography tasks are measuring the transfer of logi co-
perceptual skills to the medium of print, the correlation between
the spring logi co-perceptual score and the spring lorthography scores
is used (r=.54, p = .001). That is, by spring the battery does appear
to be measuring what it was designed to measure: multiple classifica-
tion, orientation, order, and class inclusion with print as compared
to triangles, circles, and sequares.
Reading Measure
Reading Stage . On the basis of approximately 20 hours of
observation of kindergarteners and first graders during reading
and pre-reading instruction, a categorization system was
devised that roughly represented stages of acquisition of
beginning reading. With these stages the author designed a
teacher questionnaire which requested information regarding
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reading materials the child was using in the fall and in the
spring, the general reading or pre-reading activities all
children in the class were exposed to, and an estimate of the
child's general ability. On the basis of the reading materials
used by the child in the fall, each child was categorized by
the author as being at a particular level or stage in beginning
reading. This same process was used to assign a stage to each
child in the spring. The stages were:
1. The child shows an awareness of print— is interested.
2. The child is familiar with print, e.g., knows it tells
something; may know letter names.
3. Recognizes and can pronounce familiar words, e.g., own
name, signs.
4. Reads familiar stories, perhaps memorized.
5. Reads independent! y--stage 4 people who could generalize
from familiar print to very simple unfamiliar stories.
6. Reading stories with abundant pictures (heavy context cues).
7. Reading stories with a significant reduction in the pictures
provided per amount of text, e.g., one full page of text
and one picture as opposed to a picture for every 8 or
fewer lines of text. This ratio of print to picture forces
the child to use more linguistic information to decode
unfamiliar words.
8. Uses phonetic analysis to decode--understands sound-
symbol rules.
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Reader Non-reader
. Although each child could be categorized
on the basis of the reading materials they were using, this
categorization did not always distinguish between readers and
non-readers, since all children were given books in first
grade. Therefore, a list of readers and non-readers was
compiled and given to the appropriate teachers to verify the
child's performance in reference to the definition of reading
as stated in this study. There was an 85% agreement between
the teacher and the author on the reader non-reader placement.
The reading Tevel placement was adjusted so that all children
who were at stage 4 or below were non-readers, while children
at stage 5 or above were readers.
Reliability and Validity
The reading level score was determined by placement of each
pupil along a developmental continuum based on analysis of the books
or printed materials the child was exposed to. This score was then
compared to the teacher's judgment of the child's reading level. In
83% of the cases the experimenter placement and teacher judgment
coincided. The adjustment of the score to match 100% with the teacher's
judgment produced a correlation of reading level at time 1 with time
2 of .86, p = .001. Thus, those students who were considered good
readers at time 1 were still considered good readers at time 2. This
stability of the ordering of students over time is a good indicator
of the consistency of the measure.
The question of whether or not the reading measure does in
fact measure a child's reading ability is more difficult to address.
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A cloze reading selection was administered to all the subjects in the
fall. Although this data was not reported because it was lacking in
an adequate range of performance to allow identification of those
initial stages in reading, it does allow some comparison with
children's scores on the reading stages and the reader non-reader
dichotomy. The correspondence between cloze scores and placement in
the reading stages was 88% accurate for those children who were reading,
or the two procedures coincided in placing children as doing well or
poorly in reading 88% of the time. Comparing the reader non- reader
evaluation to the cloze procedure, the two measures coincided in
placement 96% of the time. Thus it appears that the combination of
evaluating a child by placement in a reading stage and a reader non-
reader distinction does appear to measure reading in a manner similar
to a cloze procedure. The cloze test was not used because it provided
no information about the degree of readiness of a child for learning
to read where the reading stage procedure did provide this information.
See Appendix B for correspondence between the cloze task, and
reading stage.
Parent Instrument
A parent questionnaire was designed to control for several
variables due to home life that can have an impact on a child's
reading ability. Questions were designed to determine the
availability of print in the home, the language history of
the child (age of onset and talkativeness), the amount of
time the child spends in reading and related activities, the
father's occupation and years of education, the mother's years of
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©ducation. The last two questions were used to determine the
socio-economic status of the family. A copy of the instrument
is included in Appendix C.
Teacher Instrument
The question on the teacher questionnaire that required
the teacher to make judgment about the general ability of the
child was as follows:
In an effort to determine the overall general ability
of the students in this study I am asking you to
describe each child's general performance in school
(not just reading) using the definition and scale
below. Please consider the child on the basis of
your overall experience as a teacher and not just in
relation to this particular group of children in his
or her class.
Ability is "the child's power to perform a given task
based on general skills and past learning."
Very Less Very Highly
Incapable Capable Average Capable Capable
1 2 3 4 5
A copy of the instrument is included in Appendix C.
This method of assessing general ability was used because two
of the three schools in the study had no I.Q. or general achievement
test data that was accessible to the author. In fact, the school
district subsuming those two schools did not approve of I.Q. tests
being given. It was deemed necessary to have some measure of ability
to determine whether the independent measures were just alternative
measures of ability and intelligence or whether they tapped unique
capabilities. The teacher questionnaire also provided information
about the text the child was using and special activities related to
reading. This information was used to assign a reading stage and
reader non-reader distinction to each child.
Data Collection: Training and Testing
Testers were located from the graduate and undergraduate student
population at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst. A six hour
training session was provided to insure uniformity of testing techniques,
to convey some theory of test administration and the rationale behind
the materials being used. Simulated test situations were conducted
to familiarize the testers with the scoring procedures. Parent
permission slips were received before any testing was done.
While it would have been ideal to maintain the same testers
throughout the study, this became an impossibility when using twelve
to fifteen people without any monetary incentive. Therefore, another
series of training sessions was held in March for the April data
gathering period.
Research Design
The study was set up on a pretest-post test basis. The children
were tested twice during the year, once in the fall around mid-
November and once in the spring in April.
Since many studies have been done correlating various
types of
skills with later reading success, the appropriate next
step seemed
to be to explore causal relations to help clarify
the existing data.
The cross- lagged time panel analysis procedure
provided a way of
getting at possible causal connections by
administering the tests of
concern simultaneously and repeating the testing
at least once at a
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sufficiently later date. The three independent variables were the
logico-perceptual
,
language, and orthographic measures, while reading
was treated as the dependent measure.
One problem with any discussion of causality is that there are
many definitions of the word currently used by scientists. One school
of thought claims that determination of causality is impossible, that
all that can be demonstrated is relationship between variables. Other
researchers feel cause can only be determined in the context of an
experiment where subjects are randomly assigned to a treatment or a
control group. Thus, change can be shown to be due to the treatment as
distinguished from random error. Outside of the experimental design
situation, causality is used in a weaker sense in that it is based on
the ability to specify a model and statistical procedures that compare
that model's ability to predict or match the real world. This approach
demands that the researcher must account for all relevant variables
that cannot be manipulated by including them in the causal model. In
this way, their influences are statistically controlled for. From the
perspective of causal modeling, the researcher must make stronger
assumptions initially because he/she must state all the variables and
their relationships in advance. The statistical procedures used to
evaluate the model then provide a metric for accepting or rejecting the
model as an accurate portrayal of life (Anderson, 1980). It is in this
sense that "causality" is used in the present study.
The cross-lagged time panel analysis technique, in its simplest
form, can be presented graphically in the following manner:
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Time 1 Time 2
A and B are the two variables that are hypothesized to be causally
related. The correlation r(A^B^) is the correlation between the
variables within Time 1. The correlation within time 2 is represented
as r(A
2
B
2
). The and r(B^B 2 ) correlations
are a measure of the
reliability of the measures over time. The r(A^B 2 )
and r(B^A
2
)
correlations are the crucial indicators of causal direction. If r(A^B 2 )
is significantly greater than r(B^A 2)» then the
direction of cause is
said to flow from A^ to B 2 ,
that is, high performance on A at Time 1
consistently preceeds high performance on B at Time 2.
Using the cross-lagged panel correlation (CLPC) technique several
of the correlations must be analyzed. The synchronous
correlations,
those within time 1, must be shown to be the same as at
time 2. This
equality is termed "stationarity" or evidence that the
causal structure
of the variables does not change over time. If the
synchronous
correlations are equal, the crossed correlations can
be tested for
spuriousness (Kenny, 1979). A cause-effect relationship
is said to be
spurious if the two crossed correlations are not
significantly
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different from one another. That is, one would assume that some other
variable was responsible for the relationship between the two variables
being measured. If the crossed correlations are significantly different
then the direction of causal influence can be inferred from the larger
correlation.
To infer causality from any model three conditions must be met
(Kenny, 1979): 1) time precedence--the proposed cause must preceed
the effect (Huck, Cromier, and Bounds, 1974; Kenny and Campbell, 1972);
2) relationshi p--i t must be shown that the two variables are significantly
related, and 3) nonspuriousness— it must be determined that no third
variable causes both X and Y. The CLPC procedure addresses all three
of these criteria in the analysis of the various correlations. However,
because it is viewed as a controversial and perhaps unreliable procedure
(Rogosa, 1980) additional analyses will be done using path analysis
and multiple regression to evaluate the same causal model.
In this study time panel analysis involves measuring four
variables at time one and time two. Those variables are language,
1 ogi co-perceptual
,
orthography, and reading ability. In order to
answer the causal inference question about any two variables the design
is simplified to the form shown in figure 1. When all the data from
this study are compiled in the time panel format, it is represented
in the following manner:
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Figure 2. Cross- lagged time panel format for the
study of prerequisites for beginning
reading.
This design demands that the hypotheses be rewritten to explore
all the possible relationships among independent and dependent
variables. The hypotheses therefore take the following form;
a. High 1 ogico-perceptual development increases
beginning reading ability and low logico-
perceptual development decreases beginning
reading'abi 1 i ty
.
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b. High beginning reading ability increases logico-
perceptual development and low beginning reading
ability decreases logico-perceptual development.
Ho 2
a. High language development increases beginning
reading ability and low language development
decreases beginning reading ability,
b. High beginning reading ability increases language
development and low beginning reading ability
decreases language development.
Hqs a. High orthography perception increases beginning
reading and low orthography perception decreases
beginning reading ability.
b. High beginning reading ability increases orthography
perception and low beginning reading ability
decreases orthography perception.
Ho4
a. When both variables are considered, high language/
logico-perceptual performance increases beginning
reading ability and a low composite language/logico-
perceptual performance decreases beginning reading
abi 1 i ty.
b. A high beginning reading ability increases the
composite language/logico-perceptual performance
and low beginning reading ability decreases the
composite language/logico-perceptual performance.
In fact, the negative correlations require an additional set of
hypotheses but since the data presented no negative correlations,
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this second group of hypotheses need not be considered.
The statistical methods used involve determining that the
target pair of variables is not equal. That is, r language time 1
Reading time 2 = r Reading (R) time 1 Language (L) time 2 (time 1 and time 2
will be referenced as 1 and 2 from now on) must not be supported. A
technique for comparing correlations on dependent samples was used
from Johnson and Jackson (1959).
r=
1
2
N-3
(1-r)
Z
34
[(ri3-ri2r23
^^’"13-"14’"34
^^’^24"’"23‘"34^ + (r
)(r24-ri2ri4)
^
14‘'"l3’"34^^'"23'’"l2’"l3)
14’'"l2’"24^^’"23''"l4'"34)
In this formula, the numbers 1, 2, refer to the variables at
time 1 while 3 and 4 refer to the same variable at time 2, and N
refers to sample size. Kenny (1979) sites a streamlined version of
this formula using the same representations:
K =
(’"i2‘’"24'"14^^’"34‘’"24'"23^
+
('"i3-'"i2'"23^^’"24’’"12’"14^
+
(‘"i2'’^13*"23^^'"34'’^13'"14^
^ ("l3-"l4"34^^"24-"34"23^
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In both instances the Z score must exceed the .05 level of significance
to establish the difference between the two correlations. Once the
two correlations have been shown to be unequal, the direction of
causation can be inferred from the relationship defined by the higher
correlation. For example, r (L^, R^) .66 r (R^, L
2 )
.40, therefore
the direction of causation is inferred to be from prior language
effecting later reading since that correlation (.66) is stronger than
the reverse relationshiip for reading effecting language (.40).
In addition to the time panel approach, path analysis and
multiple regression techniques were used to verify the relationships
shown by the time panel analysis technique. Path analysis, while not
dealing with spuriousness, does provide a more detailed analysis of
the composition of the causal variables. The straight arrows
indicate direction of hypothesized causation while
Figure 3. Path Analysis Structural Equation Model
the curved arrowed is the undefined correlation of the two variables
at time 1. The formuli for defining the relationships among the
variables are (Kenny, 1979):
r
r
"1^2
r2
b + d
c + a
(r
(r
XiYi
XiYi
)
)
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Th6 lGtt6rs d, b, c, and d rGprssGnt beta weights on the standardized
regression coefficients produced by regressing Y2 on and and
X2 on X^ and Y^. In this manner the degree to which the various
components participate in the effect can be analyzed. The regression
methods also provided additional information on percent of variability
of the dependent variable explained by the independent variables and
degree of multi-colinearity among the independent variables. Regression
was also used to determine which of the subtests within the total
batteries were most strongly related to reading ability.
The preceeding discussion basically pertains to hypotheses 1
through 3. For hypothesis 4, a modified scattergram was used to show
the distribution of language and logico-perceptual ability in the fall
for the three subgroups: readers all year, nonreaders all year, and
nonreaders who became readers. Multiple regression was also used to
show the degree to which the hypothesized fall variables contributed
to spring reading performance.
Limitations of the Design
The concern for how much training a test-retest situation
provides is a major problem in any repeated measures design. Using
an alternate form of the instrument is the usual method of controlling
for this problem. In this study, that technique was not feasible due
to the nature of the manipulable tasks and the cost of producing an
alternate Language Comprehension measure. Data were gathered on
learning due to retesting on 5 subjects that were inadvertently tested
twice in the same testing period. The average change in
scores was
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-4.5%. That is, if the scores changed, the child tended to do worse
by 4.5% of the total score for that test. Change in score of 4.5%
seems to be relatively insignificant.
Another aspect of the testing situation involved the control of
tester feedback to students. The testers were instructed to only give
positive, encouraging feedback of the nature: "You're really good at
this game," or "You're really a good workerl" The intent was that
every child should have a positive experience but that information
regarding the rightness or wrongness of a response not be given.
It is important to realize that general maturation is considered
to be a counfounding variable in a repeated measures design. For that
reason the measures of both 1 ogi co-perceptual and language development
are composed of subtests. Performance on the subtests was analyzed
in relation to beginning reading ability. If children scored evenly
on all the subtests, one would be forced to assume that general develop-
ment rather than development of specific processes was being measured.
If, however, a pattern of differential performance on the subtests
appeared and was related to reading ability, then one could assume
that indeed individual skills were being measured. The pattern of
differential performance on the subtests did occur when the population
was broken down into subgroups. Therefore, the tests did appear to
measure factors relevant to reading and not just general, amorphis
maturation.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
The results of this study involve the consideration of several
variables and their interrelationships. For the sake of clarity the
results will be presented first by discussing each hypothesis in
isolation, followed by a discussion of particular subsidiary questions.
Hypothesis 1 :
Hypothesis 1 (a) states that high performance on the logico-
perceptual battery increases beginning reading ability. The counter
hypothesis 1 (b) can be interpreted to mean that high beginning
reading ability increases a child's logi co-perceptual ability. The
data from the cross-lagged time panel analysis can be represented in
the following manner;
Time 1
.60
Time 2
Logico- c
perceptual
Logi co-perceptual
.49 i. 44
Reading qi Reading
*A11 r values are significant at .001.
Figure 4. Cross-Lagged Analysis of Logi co-perceptual and
Reading Variables.
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One of the major premises of cross-lagged panel analysis is
stationarity or that the simultaneous relationship between the two
variables is constant. Once stationarity is established by showing
the within time correlations to be equal, the crossed correlations
can be tested. In all instances the test for dependent samples
sited in Peters and Van Voorhis (1940) and Johnson and Jackson (1959)
must be used. In hypothesis 1 (a) and (b) r .49 = r.44, z=.5866, which
means the relationship between the variables has not changed
significantly from time 1 to time 2.
To verify either hypothesis 1 (a) or 1 (b) the crossed or
diagonal correlation must then be shown to be unequal, r.56?^r.41, which
was supported, p <.03. Therefore the correlation of fall logico-
perceptual performance to spring reading, .56, is not the same as
fall reading performance to spring logico-perceptual performance, .41.
Since the inequality of the two correlations is verified, one can then
interpret the direction of causal influence (Crano, Kenny, & Campbell,
1972; Atkin et al , 1977) choosing the hypothesis with the stronger
correlation, hypothesis 1 (a). The child's preceding performance on
the logico-perceptual battery would be interpreted as increasing
beginning reading ability. One can infer that a certain level of
logico-perceptual development facilitates beginning reading ability.
The path analysis diagram for the same data appears very similar
and, in fact, verifies the CLPA conclusion that fall logico-perceptual
skill predicts spring reading.
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.7756
• Soring
Logico-perceptual
.
Reading
Figure 5. Path Analysis of Logico-perceptual Skill
and reading
a) rp|_p = .56 = .1794 + .7756 (.49)
.56 = .5594
b) rppp^
LP
= = -'218 + .4911 (.49)
.41 = .3624
Special note should be made of the discrepancy between the correlation
and the sum in equation b). Due to the selection procedures for
selection of missing data the population used to compute the
correlation, .41, was different from the population used in the
regression equations which altered the numbers enough to produce the
discrpeancy between the two quantities.
The full data for the equations is shown in Table 3 which
confirms the fact that logico-perceptual ability is a significantly
important variable, p = .006, in predicting spring reading. The reverse
situation where fall reading predicts spring locigo-percpetual skills
shows fall reading to be an insignificant predictor, p=.251, such that
the diagnoal line on the path diagram (figure 5) from fall reading to
spring logico-perceptual cannot be considered to be significantly
different than zero.
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Table 4 shows how the various component parts of the battery
relate to reading using multiple regression analysis. Looking at the
2
R value for each situation (fall on fall, spring on spring, and
fall on spring), we see that the highest value is .45 for the situation
where spring reading is predicted by fall logi co-perceptual scores. In
other words, 45% of the variability of spring reading scores is accounted
for by the performance of the children on the logi co-perceptual battery
in the fall. The two subtests_ of the... battery ^tha.t appear to have the
strongest predicti ve value are the o^r^ring jtask
,
and the orientation
task
,
which corroborates the findings of Ternes (1974). The determinant
indicates the degree to which the variables in the equation are
redundant. As the determinant approaches 1 the variables are more
independent. Thus by using only the strongest predictor variables the
redundancy is substantially reduced.
Hypothesis 2:
The second hypothesis can be briefly stated as follows:
2 (a) high language development increases beginning reading abili ty or 2(b)
high beginning reading ability increases language ability. The cross-
lagged panel analysis represents the data in the following manner:
Figure 6. Cross-lagged Analysis of Language and Reading.
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Again the test for staionarity shows the two correlations,
r=.48 and r=.54 to be equal, z=.8141. Subsequently the correlation
between fall language performance and spring reading, r=.50, is not
significantly different from the correlation of fall reading and spring
language, r=.54, when p=.05. This finding does not differentiate the
two hypotheses. Both correlations indicate that there is a strong
relationship, but a clear causal relationship cannot be inferred.
Crano, Kenny and Campbell (1972) indicate that a situation where the
two correlations in question are considered equal indicates that either
there is no relationship between the two variables or that both
variables are the effect of some more general cause. The significant
correlations between language and reading within time 1 and time 2
(r=.48, r=.54, respectively) discredit the possibility that language
and reading are not related. The other postulate, that both language
and reading ability are the result or effect of some other variable,
appears to be the more plausible consideration. If any causal
direction were to be inferred it would be that reading in the fall
influences language in the spring since the fall reading correlation is
slightly larger (r.54?^r.50, p <.08).
Using path analysis the data are diagrammed in the following
.4851manner: Fall
Language •
.48
Readi ng
Spring
Language
Readi ng
Figure 7. Path Analysis of Language and Reading
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These data represented in structural equations a) and b) show the
direct and indirect effects on the dependent variables.
a)
*^0^7 (-^8)
.50 = .4804
.54 = .5800
It is obvious that there is a stronger direct effect from fall reading
to spring language, .3502 > .0917. In fact, the beta weight .0917,
is not significantly different from zero as shown in figure 7 and
table 5. Again the discrepancy between the quantities in equation b)
is due to the method used for deleting missing cases in computing the
correlations and the regression equations. These data tend to amplify
the relationship between language and reading showing reading to be
the stronger causal agent effecting language development when the
results of figure 8, equation b) and table 5 are summed. It is clear
from Table 5 that when spring reading is being predicted from fall
language and reading that the language variable does not play a major
role. When spring language is being predicted by fall language and
reading both variables have a significant, p=.000, impact on later
language development. It is important to note that the size of the
constant in both equations, parti cuTarly the one predicting spring
language, indicates that important variables have been omitted. While
it is not the purpose of this study to define the subcomponents of
language, this statistic is valuable as a reference for future research.
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Table 6 explores these relationships using multiple regression.
The beta value of each variable and its significance as a predictor is
listed. In each circumstance, (fall on fall, spring on spring, etc.)
the entire set of variables is listed followed by a set composed of the
most significant predictors. Again these data support the postulate
that language and reading are significantly related. The value for
fall language structures predicting spring reading is .35 or 35% of the
variability of spring reading scores can be accounted for by fall
language comprehension. The determinant for this equation indicates
that the language variables being used are highly redundant (as the
determinant approaches 1 it indicates independence among variables).
The subset of relatively significant variables has a much higher
determinant which indicates that not only are these critical variables,
but that they are accounting for much of the effect of the other
variables while remaining independent of each other.
When one looks at spring language predicting spring reading,
49% of the variability of reading scores is accounted for by language
comprehension. The determinant in this equation is even lower than
the fall equation which indicates the language variables are becoming
more redundant as the child grows older. When the significant subset
of variables is analyzed, the determinant does not increase as
dramatically as before. This change in the inter-relatedness further
indicates that the language structures are becoming more interconnected
in the child's mind, that each structure is less unitary. For spring,
the entire indivisible unit is related to reading in an increasingly
important way compared to fall.
Multiple
Regression
Values;
Full
model
and
Strongest
Predictors
for
Hypothesis
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It seems a reasonable assumption that children should have
already mastered the language structures they must read for reading
to progress smoothly. To evaluate this assumption, the sentence
structures in the beginning reading texts of the schools studied were
analyzed to determine the correspondence with structures from the
language instrument. The vast majority of sentences were the simple
subject-verb-object structure which is referred to as the agent-object
structure in the language instrument. Strangely enough, this structure
does not become a significant predictor of reading until spring.
Table 7 displays the language structures that were the best predictors
and their point of appearance in the reading programs used. The simple
forms of "ask" and "and" do come in fairly early with the "possessive"
structure. However, the language instrument used the complex forms
of "ask", "and," and the "possessive" which require a type of thinking
which uses a hierarchical sentence analysis rather than a more serial
or additive analysis. That is, the children must have the capacity
to either hold the phrase in their mind until they can determine the
correct referent or assign a temporary reference and then peruse the
sentence for well-formedness (Frazier, 1979).
It does not appear from the data presented in Table 7 that
there is a one-to-one relationship between the type of sentences
mastered by students and the type of sentences read. Those sentences
mastered on the language comprehension test and shown to be the
strongest predictors do not appear in complex form in the texts, but
in the simple form except for the "ask" structure. The difference
between the simple and complex forms involves the amount of
hierarchical
Sample
Sentences
from
Reading
Txts
and
the
Language
Test
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processing the child must use to correctly interpret the sentence.
A similar skill is required in multiple classification and
class inclusion where the child must temporarily assign a classifica-
tion to a block and then either change that classification to
accommodate to the larger pattern or not change and be wrong.
Specifically, the child may classify a red block with all red triangles
and then must be able to integrate the block into the class of all red
things versus all triangles. The proper definition of the subsidiary
relationships to the whole unit determines the correct answer. One
might conclude that the child's performance on specific types of
language structures should correlate to the relevant cognitive structures.
Table 8 shows the significant language structures and the degree
of significance of their relationship to the logico-perceptual
structures using multiple regression. Because the degree of relation-
ship of the language structures to reading varies, only the most
important are listed for fall language predicting fall reading, fall
language on spring reading and spring language on spring reading.
Although each relevant language variable was predicted by the entire
set of logico-perceptual variables, only the strongly significant values
were listed. The logico-perceptual variables that are most consistently
related to language structures are (in order of relevance): orienta-
tion, multiple classification-color, seriation, class inclusion and
order. An exploration of the possible nature of the relationship
between key language structures and logico-perceptual variables will
be presented in the discussion section.
Selected
logIco-Perceptual
Variables
Predicting
Language
Variables'
Multiple
Regression
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Hypothesis 3 :
The independent variable, orthography, deals with the child's
ability to perceptually organize print into relevant groups such as
words, phrases, sentences, or paragraphs. One would assume that the
obvious spatial boundaries around words and paragraphs would make such
a discussion unnecessary. However, several researchers have found
that pre-readers do not perceive the spatial boundaries in print as
relevant cues for recognizing what they conceive to be words
(Ferreiro, 1977; Ehri
,
1979; Oliver, 1974; Forrester & Mickelson, 1979;
Blachowicz, 1978; Steinheiser & Guthrie, 1977; Ryan, McNamara & Kenny,
1977). It seems logically obvious that a child must be able to visually
identify groups of letters (not name them, just conceptualize in the
mind that a group of letters with spaces around it is a word) in order
to be able to read. For this reason it was originally conceived that
orthography was part of the dependent variable, reading. Throughout
the course of the study it became clear that performance on the
orthography measure should be separated from the reading measure due
to the depreciating effects the addition of reading and orthography
scores had on the correlations. Orthography appeared to be functioning
as a unique variable. Thus, it is being treated as an independent
variable that was assumed to be a pre-requisite to beginning reading.
The third hypothesis regarding perception of orthography can be
stated as follows: 3 (a) high performance in perception of orthography
increases beginning reading ability, or 3 (b) high beginning reading
ability increases ability to perceive orthography. The cross-lagged
panel analysis represent the data in the following manner:
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Figure 8. Cross-lagged Analysis of Orthography and Reading.
The stationarity test was again upheld, the two synchronous
correlations r=.40 and r=.50 were not significantly different, z=.9720.
The predicted relationship that fall orthography perception would
proceed spring reading producing a higher correlation than fall reading
to spring orthography perception was not upheld. The two correlations,
r=.37 and r=.51, are significantly different, p <c.005, but they
present the reverse relationship. That is, fall reading ability appears
to have a causal influence on spring orthography perception. Apparently,
children must have a significant exposure to print, such as reading
instruction, in order to develop the mental schemas for organizing
print perceptually into relevant groupings. The within time correla-
tions of orthography to reading, fall r=.40 and spring r=.50, also
substantiate this interpretation that orthographic perception increases
with reading instruction.
Path analysis represents the data in the following manner:
82
'ipr iiig
Orthography
Keading
Figure 9. Path Analysis of Orthograph- and Reading.
The structural equations for these data divide the correlation into
the direct and indirect effects that produce the correlation.
a) .37 = .0739 + .8203 (.40)
.37 = .4020
b) rpi^p Q .51
=
.3353 + .2568 (.40)
.51 = .4356
Again there is a stronger direct effect from fall reading to spring
orthography, .3352 .0739. The equations don't balance due to the
differences in rounding error in the method, used to calculate the
correlations and the beta weights. Table 9 further displays this
data showing the lack of relationship between fall orthography and
spring reading.
The data from Table 9 indicate that fall orthography performance
is not an important variable in predicting spring reading. In fact,
fall reading is a better predictor of spring orthography, p = .003,
although the size of the constant in that equation indicates that
substantially important variables have been omitted. Again, though
this data regarding the development of orthography perception was no
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the direct purpose of the study, this point should be noted for future
ref erence.
Table 10 represents a further analysis of the orthography
battery using multiple regression. Again, the fall on fall analysis
uses the fall orthography subtest scores to predict fall reading scores
The entire fall battery can account for 27% of the variability of the
fall reading scores. When fall orthography scores are used to predict
spring reading, the percentage explained remains constant. This
percentage only increases by four points for the spring on spring
situation, 31%. Orthography appears to be a less important variable
than language and logico-perceptual ability based on these r 2 values.
When the subsets of significant subtests are used as the only
predictors, the determinant increases dramatically. This change
indicates that there is considerable overlap in the abilities measured
when all the subtests are used and that the significant predictors are
more independent of one another. There is a trend toward more overlap
or inter-relationship as the year progresses.
The strong possibility that the orthography measure was co-
1 inear, or redundant with the other two independent measures was
explored using a cross-lagged analysis of the independent variables.
TABLE
10
85
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Time 1 Time 2
*This r value is signifant at p=.01 while
all other values are significant at p=.001
Figure 10. Cross-lagged Analysis of the Independent Variables.
The first relationship considered was orthography and language.
Does fall orthography performance predict spring language (r=.32) or
does fall language predict spring orthography performance (r=.37)?
Testing the crossed correlations no significant difference existed.
The test for stationarity showed the time 1, .35, and time 2, .45,
correlation to be equal, z= .9288. While there is a significant
relationship between the two variables which increases over time (see
time 1, r=.34, and time 2, r=.45) one variable does not appear to be
causally related to the other. Given Crano, Kenny and Campbell's (1972)
interpretation, language and orthography must both be causally related
to some more general factor.
Does fall logico-perceptual ability predict spring orthographic
ability (r=.54) or does fall orthography performance predict spring
logico-perceptual performance (r=.22)? The test for stationarity showed
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no difference between the synchronous correlations .37 and .54, z=1.58.
The two crossed correlation coefficients are not equal (r.53?tr.31,
P <.01) and a direction of causal tendency can be inferred. Prior skill
in logi co-perceptual ability does appear to account for later success in
orthography performance. This finding is not surprising since the
orthographic battery was designed to replicate the logi co-perceptual
battery using print as the medium. The author's original premise, that
orthography perception must precede reading, incorporated the implicit
performance in one medium to another medium. These data refute that
assumption. That is, the concept that logi co-perceptual skills gradually
transfer to a new medium such as print in a more appropriate assumption
for these data and is supported by recent research (Parker & Day, 1971;
Ahr & Youniss, 1970; Sohan & Sohan, 1978; Fora & Kere, 1976; Schwebel
,
1976).
A test of multi -colinearity (the degree to which all the in-
dependent variables predict each other) indicates that 23% of the
variance of the language scores can be accounted for by the other two
variables, orthography and logi co-perceptual ability. For logico-
perceptual scores, 37% of the variability is accounted for by language
and orthography, while 36% of the variability of orthography scores is
accounted for by language and logi co-perceptual performance. This data,
while substantiating the cross-lagged data, is not unusual when one
considers that each one of these abilities exists within the mind of a
child. Since children, and people, are organismic, integrated
beings,
it would be very difficult to find mental abilities that were
totally
unrelated to each other. Given this expectation, one-quarter
to one-
third overlap is not a disturbingly high proportion and
the variables
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should be treated as independent bearing this information in mind.
Having reported data in reference to all the independent
variables. Figure 11 becomes decipherable as it depicts all possible
relationships among the variables. The correlations that have not
been previously represented are those between the independent
variables with each other. The pattern of inter-correlations at
time one is relatively equal ranging from r=.35 (language to orthography)
to r=.39 (language to logico-perceptual ) . The inter-correlations at
time two are systematically higher than at time one, with an average
increase in r value of .11. It appears that as time progresses
these variables as measured by this study increase in their inter-
dependence for children aged five to seven years. The cross-correla-
tions for the independent variables indicate the degree of relation-
ship any fall variable has with the spring variables. All correla-
tions are significant at the .001 level except for fall orthography
to spring logico-perceptual which is significant at .01. Of these
cross- rel ationshi ps , r=.53. These data are consistent with the data
in Figure 10 which indicated that logico-perceptual ability could
be inferred to be causally related to orthography performance.
By comparison, fall language predicts spring logico-perceptual to
about the same degree that fall logico-perceptual predicts spring
language, r=.44 and r=.41 respectively.
Hypothesis 4:
Hypothesis 4 (a) explores the composite effect of both
language
and logico-perceptual ability on beginning reading or 4 (b)
by the
Time 1 Time 2
This correlation is significant at .01, all other
correlations are significant at .001.
Figure 11. Cross-lagged analysis for all variables.
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effect of reading ability on later language and logico-perceptual
ability when viewed as a composite. When the totals were combined
to form one large score, the variability increased which produced
results that were difficult to interpret and questionable in
validity. Consequently, multiple regression and a modified scatter-
gram format were used.
Table 11 presents multiple regression data on the relative
relationship of all the total scores with reading. Orthography was
included to decrease the variability although it will not be directly
discussed. Within time 1 the language scores appear to be the
strongest predictor, p=.006. The r 2 for this equation is .31 or 31%
of the variability of reading scores is accounted for by all three
variables. When the performance within time two is considered,
language is still the strongest variable (p=.000) followed closely
by orthography (p=.002). The logico-perceptual variable has decreased
in its predictive capacity, an apparent discrepancy with earlier
data. This fact may be due to the correlations used in the cross-
lagged analysis being one-to-one correlations, so overlapping
effects of the other variables are not taken into account. Using
multiple regression the redundancy within the variables is taken
into account in the beta values and subsequent significance levels.
The assumption that logico-perceptual ability is causal in the
later development of orthography perception could explain the
decreased importance of logico-perceptual skills by spring in this
equation, since the students have had increased experience with print
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TABLE 11
Reading: Multiple Regression Analysis Using
all Independent Variables
Fall
on fall
Total
s
reading
.
Spring Totals
on sorina Readinn
ln=8g)
Beta Signif.
(N=89)
Beta Signif.
Language
.067
.006
.061
.000
Logi co-perceptual
.023
.014
.017
.178
Orthography
.043
.047
.047
.002
F value 112.16
.000 21.23
.000
R^
.31
.37
Determi nant
.66
.52
Colinearity: Language = .24; Logi co-perceptual = .37; Orthography = .36
which would facilitate the transfer of skills to the new medium
(from blocks and beads to print). The spring equation accounts
for 37% of the variability of spring reading scores.
The colinearity figures at the bottom of Table 11 are the
R^ values produced when each independent variable is regressed on the
other two. In this manner the degree to which each variable contributes
to the other variables can be estimated. Of the three variables language
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is the most independent, r2=.24. Orthography and logico-perceptual
ability are redundant to about the same degree, R^=.36 and .37
respectively, which is expected since it has been shown that logico-
perceptual ability contributes to orthography ability. Overall, these
figures are not alarmingly high and do not threaten the notion of the
independence of the variables, given that all three variables are
measures on the same children.
The data in Table 12 represent the predictive capacity of the
independent variables taking the fall reading stage into account or
holding it constant. Under these conditions the fall logico-perceptual
variable is the strongest of the independent variables, p=.02,
controlling for fall reading.
TABLE 12
Relative Effectiveness of the Predictor Variables:
Multiple Regression
Variable beta T S. T Beta Wt. R^ F Sign.
Fall Language .0098 .721 .423 .0486 .75 56.38 .000
Fall Logico-
perceptual .0176 2.384 .020 .1640
Fall Orthography .0018 .170 .866 .0197
Fall Reading .6654 10.820 .000 .7553
Constant 1.1856 1.636 .106
Determinant = .45
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From the preceeding data, fall language does not appear to be a critical
variable, p=.473. Fall reading, on the other hand, does appear to be
a strong predictor, p=.000. This is not a trivial statement since the
reading score was composed of the child's placement in a stage of
reading acquisition (the first four stages being non-readers) combined
with a read nonread score. That is, all children were placed in a
stage, but not all children could read. Those children who could read
the simplest story independently were considered readers and were
minimally assigned to stage 5. The data in Table 12 show that the
placement of children in reading stages was consistent from time 1 to
time 2 and that the placement at time 1 was highly predictive of time 2
placement. If this equation were the only analysis of the data,
reading stage and logi co-perceptual skills would be the only significant
predictors or potential causes of later reading.
Therefore the method of distributing the subjects on a modified
scattergram by language, logi co-perceptual and reading score was
employed. Each student was categorized as high, medium or low on his/
her language and logi co-perceptual scores. In order to be labeled high,
a student had to get 80% or more of the tasks in a battery correct.
A medium score was assigned to students who got between 60% and 75%
of the tasks correct. A low score was assigned to any student getting
59% or fewer correct responses on a battery. Figure 12 shows the
distribution of students on a scattergram type grid by fall language
and logico-perceptual scores. Within each quadrant the
percentage
of students in that quadrant who subsequently became
readers by spring
is noted as well as the average spring reading level.
The boundary
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Fal 1 Language
Low
(0-37.9)
Medium
(38.0-50.9)
High
(51.0+)
(7) (8) (9)
802 readers
reading level«5.4
n«5
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Figure 12. Scattergram of fall language and logico-percepCual
scores with spring reading.
The percentage in each quadrant indicates the proportion of children
in that quadrant that were reading by spring.
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scores for the language columns are listed across the horizontal
axis, while the boundary scores for the logico-perceptual rows are
listed along the vertical axis. The number in the upper right corner
of each quadrant is the identification number for that quadrant. The
percentages along the bottom and right side of this scattergram are
row and column percentages of the total population graphed.
The reading scores place the child on a developmental scale
ranging from one to eight; the first level at which a child is
considered a reader is level five. Keeping this reader-nonreader
distinction in mind, one can see that while the five children in the
high logico-perceptual, medium language quadrant (#8) are 80% readers
with an average reading level of 5.4, they must be mostly beginning
readers compared to quadrant 9 where the average reading level is 7.0.
Looking at the logico-perceptual axis, children in the top row
(quadrants 7, 8, and 9) are considered to have demonstrated mastery in
all the logico-perceptual subskills, while children in the middle row
(quadrants 4, 5, and 6) are considered in transition. The same
general interpretation applies to the language columns. Children
in the "high" column definitely demonstrated mastery in all structures.
Children in the "medium" column tended to demonstrate mastery in some
structures and about 50% mastery of the others. Children in the "low"
column demonstrated mastery on the easiest structures such as agent,
easy, simple reflexive and passivawere functioning around 50% in
other structures, and clearly did not understand the harder ones
(complex reflexive, possessive, promise).
The distribution of students across the grid is interesting.
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There are no students in the extreme quadrant where language is low
and logico-perceptual ability is high. Of the two extreme situations
in Figure 12, it appears more probable that in an average population
one could find a few children (2.5%) low in logico-perceptual ability
and high in language. It must also be kept in mind that the distribu-
tion on Figure 12 is by the fall language and locigo-percpetual scores
for children, while the reader percentage and reading level are based
on spring performance on reading. Therefore, Figure 12 simultaneously
indicates where the children started in reference to language and
logico-perceptual ability and where they finished the year in reading
ability. For example, slightly less than one of every three children
who scored in quadrant (1) in the fall were readers by spring. But a
child in quadrant (2) apparently has a better chance since almost one
out of every two children learned to read by spring (note that the only
change was along the language scale). However, the chances drop in
the quadrant of extremes, quadrant (3), to one out of every three
students learning to read. Reading Figure 12 in this manner it can
readily be observed that the higher the child's fall skills in both
language and logico-perceptual ability, the greater the chances that
he/she will be reading by spring. Almost without exception all children
moved from their quadrants in Figure 12, improving in language, logico-
perceptual or both. In fact, all the students in quadrant 3 moved
leaving the two extreme quadrants, 3 and 7, empty by spring.
The nature of instruction particularly affected the nonreader
group. In two of the four kindergarten classes reading was not directly
taught; that is, "pre-reading" activities involved letter recognition,
letter-sound correspondence, numbers, colors, recognizing one's name.
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In the other two kindergartens, more direct reading (being taught' words
and writing stories) was incorporated into the structure of the day and
children who were interested and/or ready were given reading instruc-
tion. Given these circumstances, it was possible for a child in the
first two kindergartens to be developmental ly ready to learn to read
and simply lacking in instruction from home or school. Such appears to
be the case for the one nonreader in quadrant 9 who was a kindergartener
but obviously high in skills.
Hypothesis 4 (a), the one favored by the author, was designed to
isolate levels of development in both language and logico-perceptual
ability that would jointly facilitate beginning reading. In order to
uncover this relationship, the population must be looked at from several
perspectives. The most illuminating approach is to look at the three
subgroups in the population. Determining where those different groups
are represented on Figure 12 and how the nonreader to reader group moves
on the chart from fall to spring should indicate whether hypothesis
4 (a) or 4 (b) should be supported.
A preliminary step before seeing the three groups of children on
the scattergram is to compare their means on the total scores for fall
and spring. Table 13 displays the fall and spring means so that reading
across from left to right the means within a group can be compared.
The "t-statistic" columns indicate the degree of significant difference
for the same total across groups (where group 1, nonreaders is compared
to group 2, nonreaders who became readers, group 2 is compared to group
3, readers all year, and group 3 is compared to group 1). The parenthe-
ses following the spring means indicate the degree of difference on the
Comparison
of
Nonreaders,
Nonreaders
who
became
Readers
and
Readers
ALL
Year
for
Several
Variables
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same score within a group. That is, for nonreaders all year the mean
40. S is significantly different from 45.0 at p « .05.
The areas that the nonreaders improved in from fall to spring
were language (p«.035), logico-perceptual (p«.000), and reading perform-
ance (p=.000). It must be remembered that, while they were not yet
reading independently, they had increased in their prereading activities
from being a low stage 2 (familiar with print, knows it tells something,
may know some letter names) to a stage 3 (recognizing familiar words;
e.g., own name, signs). The ability to organize print perceptually has
not improved during the year. These data confirm the earlier finding
that orthography does not develop until actual reading instruction has
begun and the degree of focused exposure to print has intensified.
The nonreaders who became readers improved significantly
(p * .001) in all areas with orthography having the lowest difference,
fall 63.4 to spring 66.9 (p*.005). The performance levels of this group
were critical because their scores began to indicate the range of per-
formance that children may need to reach in order to begin reading with
minimal difficulty.
The readers all year showed improvement in all areas except
orthography. Language was significantly improved at p*.002, while
logico-perceptual (p*.001) and reading ability (p=.000) improved the
most. It appears that the greatest change in perception of orthography
occurs during beginning reading as demonstrated by the group who became
readers.
It is interesting to note that the means of each group appear
to continue where the previous group left off. Figure 13 graphically
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represents the distributions of total scores in the fall and spring
by skill area for the three groups. Only in the case of orthographic
perception is there any downward trend which is not a significant
difference. Otherwise, the scores appear to be distributed as a
developmental sequence with the nonreaders in the spring approaching
the fall scores of the group who became readers and that group
approaching by spring the fall scores of the reader group. The graph
of the reading scores indicates a line at 5.0. To receive a score
of 5.0 a child had to be able to read the simplest primer story
j
i ndependently . These stories may be four to five lines of approximately
‘four words each. If in the teacher's judgment, the child could not
.yet read one of these stories he/she was considered a nonreader.
The following discussion assumes that development of each
skill is linear, basically because the underlying assumptions in the
statistical procedures used in this study involve linearity. In fact,
there is no reason to choose a linear interpretation over other types
of growth curves. For the sake of simplicity, the discussion will
explore the concept of growth using only the linear approach dictated
by the analyses. A vertical broken line runs through all four graphs
extending up from the point on the reading level graph at which the
nonreaders became readers. If we assume that development in each
skill was at an even rate or at least at a parallel rate (a questionable
assumption), then by following the vertical line we can pinpoint the
average level of progress in orthography, logi co-perceptual and
language development when children began to read. The point where
the line crosses each graph can only be considered an approximate
level of development in each skill area for beginning reading to occur.
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While this maneuver of extending the vertical line is purely an
artificial manipulation, it is the only way to approximate the levels
of development in the three independent variables at the point of
beginning reading since it was impossible to test the students
frequently enough to "catch" them at the precise moment when they
began to read.
The scattergram of Figure 12 divided the population into three
groups based on percentage of correct answers on the measures. A
high level of perfomiance, mastery, was set at 80% or higher, while
scores between 60% and 79% were considered transitional. The 80%
mastery level of Figure 6 is drawn on all three graphs in Figure 13
as well as the 60% transitional line on logico-perceptual and language
skills. On both the logico-perceptual and language graphs 80% exceeds
the point at which children began reading; that is, an 80% level of
performance does not appear to be a necessary prerequisite in those
two variables for beginning reading. In orthography 80% is precisely
the point at which children theoretically began reading. The trans-
itional range appears to be generally appropriate for logico-perceptual
skills since it does approximately isolate the nonreader to reader
group. In the case of language, this range is nondiscriminating
between nonreaders al 1 year and those who became readers. Therefore
mastery and transitional ranges could be more appropriately narrowed
for language and logico-perceptual skills to the limits of group two.
Looking at Figure 13 as growth curves for language, logico-
perceptual, orthography, and reading, three interesting considerations
arise. The first is that the logico-perceptual graph appears
to be a
continuously increasing line at a fairly steady rate. One
could say
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that logico-perceptual development was uninterrupted or undisturbed
by outside forces during the period graphed. This graph is a good
example of a growth line. Second, if reading were treated as an
intervention (which please note, is the alternative hypothesis 4 (b)),
then we see the intervention as indicated by the vertical line has
essentially no effect on logico-perceptual development. When
language development is considered, we see a discontinuity accompanied
by change in slope between group two and group three. One possible
interpretation is that reading affects language development in a
positive way. This finding supports the trend in the cross- lagged
correlations (see Figure 6) although the difference between the
correlations did not become significant until p=.08. The orthography
graph is more difficult to explain, since it has two distinct breaks
in the line. When the age of each group is computed (see Table 14),
the nonreaders' average age indicates that they are mostly kinder-
garteners, the nonreader to reader group is mostly first greaders, and
the readers all year are mostly second graders. It is possible that
the increase in exposure to print from kindergarten to first grade
accounts for the first discontinuity. The increased exposure to
print when a child begins to read and continues reading could account
for the second increase. Although this entire discussion of Figure
13 has been speculative, it does support the inferred causal findings
of Figures 4, 6, 8 and 11 leaving hypothesis 4 (a) partially supported
for logico-perceptual skills and 4 (b) partially supported for
language and orthography skills.
The presentation of the graphs in Figure 13 resembles develop-
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mental or growth curves. The study was designed to answer questions
that ideally would require a longitudinal study lasting three years
in which a group of five year olds would be monitored through the
reading acquisition process. Since time was limited, the combination
of a repeated measures design and cross-sectional design was used.
In a cross-sectional study, the age groups must be shown to be equiva-
lent in some relevant ways to justify presenting the data of a later
age group as if it were data from a younger group who were tested a
year later. Therefore, further interpretation of Figure 13 as growth
curves requires a discussion of the equivalence of the three groups.
The relative equivalence of the three groups is displayed on
Table 14 composed of data from the parent questionnaires, including
1 the data on ability which came from the teacher questionnaires. The
relevant areas of equivalence of the three groups are socio-economic
status and general ability of the students. Group 1, the nonreaders
all year, are composed of children whose socio-economic status does
not differe significantly from group 2, while group 3, does have a
significantly higher socio-economic level, p=.05. Group 1 is sig-
nificantly lower in general ability from group 2, p=.05, and group 3,
p=.001. Group 2 is not significantly different from group 3. The
subjective nature of the ability measure, the teacher's judgement of
the child based on a specified definition of ability, certainly makes
this finding questionable. One can justifiably assume that teachers
inadvertently used their perception of the child in areas such as
language, logico-perceptual ability and reading as their criteria.
The amount of print available to the child in the home did not
differ significantly except in the case of group 1 who had more books,
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P = .05, than the other two groups. The onset 'and frequency of speech
at home did not differ for the three groups. The ages of the three
groups were significantly different, p=.001, which is not an unusual
or disconcerting finding, since half of the kindergartens did not
teach reading directly thus perhaps not providing the necessary ex-
posure to allow reading among many five year olds. Group 1, however,
does have a large portion of first graders as indicated by the fall
mean age, 67 months (or 5.7 years) as compared to group 2 at 73.6
months (6.0 years) and group 3 at 85.3 months (7.0 years).
The major concern that the data from Table 14 raised, regarding
the appropriateness of claiming that the three groups represented three
stages in a developmental sequence, was the difference of group 1 in
ability from groups 2 and 3. At least one question should be considered.
Because group 1 was significantly lower in ability and SES, did those
variables affect performance on the language and logi co-perceptual tasks?
Tables 15, 16 and 17 are the correlation matrices for fall and
spring scores on language, logi co-percpetual
,
socio-economic status and
ability for the three groups respectively. Ability as judged by the
teachers was not related to the child's performance in the fall lan-
guage or 1 ogi co-perceptual tasks for the nonreader (Table 15), while
ability was related to logi co-perceptual scores in the spring, p=.05.
Socio-economic status was not related to any of the variables on Table 15.
Table 16 represented the correlations for the nonreaders who
became readers. For this group both spring language and logi co-
perceptual scores were related to ability as well as fall language,
p=.05. This group, however, was not significantly different from the
readers all year on ability or socio-economic status so that the two
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TABLE 15
Correlations for SE5, Fall/Spring Language and Loqico-Perceptual
Abilities: Nonreaders (N=40)
Variable =---
Variable
Abi li t.y SES
Spring
Language
Logi co-
perceptual
Fall
Language
SES
.046
Spri ng
Language
-.030
.246
Spring Logico
Perceptual .307*
-.192
.092
Fall
Language
.050
-.030 .437*
.020
Fall Logico
perceptual
r. nc
.101 -.111
.012 .445*
.174
TABLE 16
Correlations for SES, fall /spring Language and Logico-Perceptual
Abilities: Nonreaders who became Readers
(N=49)
Variable
V u r 1 u u 1 c
Spri ng Logi CO- Fall
Abi 1 i ty SES Language perceptual Language
SES .239
Spri ng
Language .399* . 568**
Spring Logico-
perceptual .301* .057 .458**
Fall
Language .261 .354* .724** .430*
Fall Logico-
perceptual .102 .194 .353* .425
*
.
287*
*p < . 05
**p < .001
TABLE 17
Correlations for SES
,
and Logico-perceptual
Abilities: Readers
(N=26)
Abil ity SES
Spri ng
Language
Spring Logico-
perceptual
Fall
Language
SES
.303
Spring
Language
.329 .492*
Spring Logico-
perceptual
.138
-.380
-.026
Fall
Language
.474*
.142
.279
.250
Fall Logico-
perceptual
.069
-.022
.232 .629*
.116
*p C.05
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groups could be considered equivalent for the purposes of this study.
Table 17 presented a surprise compared to Table 15, in that
the only significant correlation with ability was fall language. p=.05.
On other similarity between the readers and nonreaders who became
readers was that socio-economic status was related to spring language
for readers, p=.05, and for nonreaders, p=.001.
In summary, while group 1 did appear to be different from groups
2 and 3 on ability, performance on language and logico-perceptual
skills for nonreaders was not related to ability in three out of
four instances and unrelated to SES. Groups 2 and 3 were not
significantly different on SES or ability, but ability was generally
related to performance on language and logico-perceptuai measures for
group 2. Group 3 did not show a strong trend for relatedness among
any of the variables; language, logico-perceptual skills, ability or
SES. Therefore, data from groups 2 and 3 (children who became
readers and readers all year) can be viewed as segments in a develop-
mental continuum. The inclusion of group 1 is questionable.
Again using the modified scattergram. Figure 14 shows where
each of the three groups began when categorized by both language and
logico-perceptual ability. The percentages noted in 14a, 14b and 14c
show the trend of the distributions. The three groups are quite
different in their distributions. The readers all year had their
lowest boundary in the medium column in both language and logico-
perceptual ability. The group that became readers were initially in
the medium and low logico-perceptual ranges and spanned all three
language columns. The nonreaders all year were predominantly in the
low range of logico-perceptual ability and only through the medium
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These data support the findings of the multiple regression
analysis that logi co-perceptual ability appears to be the best
predi cto r for nonreaders who become readers. Language is strongly
related but not as clearly a prerequisite. For the nonreader group,
language is discriminating in that the absence of children who placed
high in language and low in logi co-perceptual does indicate that the
two skills tend to develop in a coordinated fashion.
Language for the nonreaders was radically different than the
group of readers all year overlapping in only one out of seven quadrants.
The most differentiating information is displayed in Figure 15 where
the spring scores for the nonreaders who became readers are shown. By
the time they had begun to read, this group had moved totally out of
the low level of logi co-perceptual skills into the medium and high
levels and had shifted substantially in their language scores. It
appears that hypothesis 4 (b) should not be completely rejected because
of the unclear nature of the relationship between language and reading.
The resolution of this dilemma may be that language and reading are
reciprocally involved where language skill plays a role in learning to
read and subsequent reading advances one's language skills. This type
of relationship has been supported by recent research (Fodor, 1977;
Chomsky, 1972).
A possible conflicting explanation would be that these results
are due more to the various reading curricula rather than natural
differences in developmental readiness in the students. Descriptive
data on the population did not support this alternative. Students
from all three schools were proportionately distributed among the three
Language
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reading groups. When the population was broken down by school and
total scores were compared, there appeared to be no systematic
meaningful differences as Table 18 indicates.
There were definite differences among the curricula used by the
schools, but those differences did not make any difference in the reading
scores of the students. School III appears to contradict this
statement but the population drawn from this school was predominantly
kindergarteners and a few first graders with no second graders. Only
8% of school III subjects were readers all year whereas 28% of school I
and 25% of school II subjects were readers all year. This information
accounts for the significant difference of school Ill's fall reading
score. In fact, because of the lower average age of the school III
population, one would expect them to be systematically lower in all
scores in the fall, which was not the case.
The spring scores on Table 18 were actually better indicators
of differences in curricula because the kindergarteners had been
exposed to instruction an entire year when those data were gathered.
School III was significantly lower in language in the spring than the
other two schools, p <..001, but increased substantially in reading,
being lower than school II only, p <.001. School II was significantly
higher than the other schools in orthography by spring, p < .001.
Since the distribution of students within the three reading groups was
heterogeneous in reference to schools, these distinctions by school
were lost. Therefore, it appears highly unlikely that the differences
among the three groups; readers, nonreaders, and nonreaders who became
readers, was due to differences in curricula from school to school.
Descriptive
Statistical
Results
for
Independent
Variables
in
Three
Schools
h
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In summary, logico-perceptual ability was found to be a possible
cause of later beginning reading ability. Language skills were strongly
related to reading but not in a clearly causal way. Orthography per-
ception was developed by exposure to reading instruction and improved
during the course of beginning reading. Language and logico-perceptual
skills could not be discussed as a composite predictor of reading
because of the unresolved causal relationship between language and
reading. However, levels of performance that could be used as tentative
prerequisites in language and logico-perceptual skills to be reached
before initiating beginning reading instruction were discussed.
Figures 13, 14 and 15 represented these potential levels. The non-
readers who became readers and the readers all year were essentially
equivalent in ability and socio-economic status, while the nonreaders
all year were lower than the other two groups in ability and lower than
readers all year in socio-economic status. These data, while addressing
the hypotheses, do not precisely define the best or optimal levels
of development in the independent variables that a child should have
to be assured of success in beginning reading. The next section explores
these possibilities with a unique subtest of the population.
Additional Considerations: Fast Learners
Implicit in all the hypotheses was an effort to determine what
was the optimal level of development in the independent variables to
enable reading to be acquired effortlessly. An analysis of the scores
of those children who were nonreaders in the fall and progressed
very rapidly when given instruction should more clearly define the
optimal readiness levels. These subjects were isolated from the group
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Of nonreaders who became readers on the basis of the number of reading
textbooks they progressed through during the year. Each of the 26
students completed at least two or more books and most passed through
two or more stages in the reading acquisition process. In the case
of the kindergarteners, most were not in any book in the fall and so
their rate of growth was determined by the numbers of stages they
progressed through. If a child began at stage 1, which many kinder-
garteners did, and learned to read by spring they necessarily must
have progressed through 4 stages. If, however, a child only moved
from stage 4 to stage 5 and learned to read in one book, that child
would not be viewed as a fast learner. It just so happened that all
three schools used the Scott Foresman Systems reading programs to
varying degrees. That program was augmented or used in conjunction
with Ginn, MacMillan, or Royal Roads Readers. Thus the criterion of
progressing through at least two books was a fairly consistent one
if the child was given a book. Table 19 presents a general descriptio
of the fall and spring scores of this group of students on language,
logico-perceptual
,
orthography, and reading ability as well as socio-
economic status, ability and age. The distribution of children in the
fast learner group by school is the following: 21% of all the
participating children from school I were fast learners, 25% of the
participants from school II were fast learners and 12.5% of the
participants from school III were fast learners. The modest number
of fast learners coming from school III could be due to the fact
that all the students were on kindergarten level and that school III
drew on a totally rural population.
Performance
of
the
Fast
Learners
on
Selected
Variables
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When these data were compared to the overall means for the
nonreaders who became readers (see Table 13) an interesting trend
emerged. The fast learners were considerably above the fall large
group average in language ability. 44.9 to 47.37, and maintained
that trend through spring, 48.2 compared to 50.9. The fall scores
on logico-perceptual ability were not so radically different, fast
learners 67.48 to 66.7. The spring scores showed an interesting
difference, fast learners 81.69 compared to the whole group's 77.5.
The fast learners appeared to be approaching the readers all year
spring score of 83.1 in logico-perceptual skills. In orthography
the whole group again was lower than the fast learners both fall,
63.4 to 65.41, and spring, 66.9 to 68.85 respectively, although they
each increased by about the same amount. The reading scores
maintained the trend with whole group in the fall, 3.0 to 3.46,
and spring, 5.6 to 5.73 trailing the fast learners, although this
difference is slight.
Referring back to Table 14 allows a comparison of other
qualities of this group of fast leaners. They generally tended to be
rated higher in ability, 4.1 compared to 3.6, and socio-economic status,
86.97 compared to 85.63. They appeared to be approximately three and
one half months younger on the average compared to group 2, 70.16
compared to 73.6 months.
In summary, the fast learners tended to be more advanced
in language ability than the composite group that learned to read.
They tended to progress very rapidly in logico-perceptual skills
almost matching the readers all year by spring. They started out
Percent
Correct
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Group
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the
Best
Predictor
Variables
level
of
Competence
by
Group
on
the
Best
Predictor
VarlabI
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with more advanced orthographic perception and maintained that
advantage and they tended to be younger than the larger group of
nonreaders who became readers.
At this point, the goal of determining optimum levels of
development on the independent variables can be reached at least
within the limits of this study. It could be assumed that the average
fall scores of the group of fast learners could be considered more
specific boundaries for reading readiness when striving for reading
to progress easily. One must keep in mind, however, that each child
has a unique combination of talents. The scores discussed were
averages which tend to disguise those differences. Therefore, while
a more precise set of scores as readiness predictors has been
estimated the concept of a range of scores is still more appropriate.
In an attempt to explore the unique qualities of the group
of fast learners, their scores on each of the subtests that were
strong predictors of spring reading were computed. These scores
are represented as percentages correct per subtest on Table 20
compared to the three groups: nonreaders, readers all year, and
nonreaders who became readers. It should be kept in mind that the
fast learners were a subgroup of the nonreaders who became readers.
Table 21 is a summary of the information in Table 20 in that the
percentages have been translated into the categories of low,
transitional and mastery that were used on the modified scattergrams
(figures 12, 13, and 15). If there was no change in a category from
fall to spring the spring column was left blank to visually emphasize
those subtests in which change occurred.
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Since Table 21 is easily interpreted, time will be spent on
the analysis of Table 20. In the logico-perceptual variables, the
fast learners tended to be initially higher than the whole group
(nonreaders who became readers) in multiple classification on the
dimension of shape. There was essentially no difference between the
two groups on ordering, while there was a strong improvement on
orientation by the fast learners, 56% to 73%, and no improvement by
the larger group on orientation.
On the orthographic variables there was no difference between
the fast learners and the larger group (nonreaders who became readers)
on orientation and ordering. Multiple classification dealing with
endings of words showed the fast learners starting at essentially the
same level as the larger group, 50% and 48% respectively, but
progressing more rapidly to a higher percentage of correct responses
in the spring, 72% compared to 63% by the large group.
The language subtests showed basically no differences on the
"easy" sentence structure. The complex reflexive structure showed
the fast learners progressing from 53% to 62% correct while the
larger group appeared to decrease by spring, 55% to 48%. (This
finding may be an example of equilibration where the child is
reorganizing his/her grammatic structures which will accommodate a
new understanding Pf the complex reflective. The short term result
is apparent regression.) There appeared to be no difference between
the two groups on the "promise" or "and" structures; each progressed
starting at roughly the same level. The "possessive" structure was
interesting in that both groups appeared to make little or no
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progress from fall to spring, yet this structure was the strongest
overall language predictor. Again, there appeared to be no real
difference between the two groups on the "ask" structure from fall,
68% compared to 65%, to spring, 85% compared to 80% by the larger
group. The single prenominal adjective structure showed a surprising
and unusual difference between the two groups. The fast learners
showed an 88% fall and 80% spring score while the larger group showed
a 68% fall and 72% spring score. Even the readers all year showed
a substantially different score fall, 68%, to spring 87%. A possible
explanation for this result will be presented in the discussion
section when the language structures are analyzed in detail relative
to some cognitive variables.
In summary, the distinctive characteristics of the fast
learners on the subtests were that they excelled at mul tiple classifi-
cation and orientation in the logi co-perceptual battery , they excelled
at multiple classification in the orthographic battery, and they
excelled in the complex r^lexive and single prenominal adjective
language structures. By looking at the performance of the fast
learners, the readiness levels on the language and 1 ogi co-perceptual
variables have been refined. Again, due to the modest sample sizes
from which these data were collected these results must be
interpreted as indicative and not conclusive.
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The organization of this chapter will be roughly in the order
of the presentation of the data in the preceding chapter. The
implications of the results regarding each hypothesis will be pre-
sented , fol 1 owed by indications for further research. A general
summary of the theory of reading acquisition will be presented and
the potential impact of that theory for current reading practices
will conclude the discussion.
Logico-perceptual Development and Reading
It appears from the data on Table 11 and Figure 11 that logico-
perceptual ability is the only variable which can be inferred to
function as a prerequisite for beginning reading as identified in
this study. The most relevant tasks in the battery are ordering,
ability, the strongest predictor, followed by orientation, multiple
classification, seriation and class inclusion--al 1 of which were
shown earlier to involve hierarchical thinking process. How might
this ability to integrate the part into the larger context of the
whole be related to beginning reading? The rationale for selection
of the various logico-perceptual tasks explored the possivle relevance
of each task to reading. The overall assumption being presented is
that the child must be able to group the perceptual data in ways
appropriate for print and that conceptually the part has no meaning
until it is related to the whole; e.g., the letter to the word or
the word to the sentence.
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Specifically, those functions that involve organization of per-
ceptual data--ori^entation, order
,,
and seriation--appear to be the
strongest predictors of reading acquisition. The most important
facility provided the child by an appropriate level of logico-per-
ceptual skills is the grouping of stimuli into relevant units given
the task. The ability to compare and contrast sensory information,
particularly visual stimuli, is a naturally developing process.
However, the level of refinement on this task necessary for reading
cannot be assumed to have been acquired by all children by age six.
If a child has not yet had enough experience to enable him/her
to organize some medium successfully in order to succeed at a task,
does it make sense to continue presenting this task? One could assume
that continued exposure to the medium would develop the organizational
skills required. The results regarding performance on the orthography
measures substantiate this claim (see Table 10). However, to progress
in orthography perception, certain logico-perceptual skills must
be developed first (see Table 12).
If the child has not had sufficient experience to develop the
necessary cognitive structures, he/she cannot progress readily with
tasks that require those structures. Therefore, attention must be
given to developing the general schemas before specific instances can
proceed successfully. The claim is not being made that children cannot
learn to read earlier than preconcrete operations. In fact, there is
evidence to suggest that children can learn to read as they learn to
talk (Steinberg, 1975;Soderbergh ,1971) . My synthesis of this apparently
contradictory information (since two-year-olds were not showing multiple
classification or seriation) is that children apply whatever learning
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IS the developmentally predominant mode of organization to the learning
task at hand. Therefore, children learning to read while learning to
speak may be applying the mechanisms facilitating the mode of learning
language. Children learning to read between the ages of five and seven
would similarly use the dominant problem-solving or decyphering skills
for that stage. Therefore, the data from this study should not be
interpreted as implying that reading before five years of age is impos-
sible, but that the particular stage of development is a relevant con-
sideration.
There are several directions future research could pursue. First,
the instruments must be refined in scoring, administration, and perhaps
subject matter jmaintaining the processes used. This revision
would produce stronger data in any subsequent research. Secondly, one
could rerun the study on different populations. Are the skills isolated
in this study general izable to minorities, to bilingual populations?
Several accommodations in the instrumentation would have to be con-
sidered such as relevant pictures and sentences on the language instru-
ment, relevant manipulable materials, and adjustments in instructions.
Such a study might define a universal set of skills needed for learning
to read at ages five through seven, or it might identify predispositions
among various groups that would be illuminating to instructional tech-
niques.
A third area of study would be to design a curriculum to develop
the predictive logico-perceptual skills as areas of general competence
in children. It would be essential that the experiences_ be as much like
natural and expl_£rati on 3,s„ possible, since this is the method by
which children naturally acquire these schemata. This curriculum would
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be a prereading curriculum after successful mastery of which the child
would begin reading instruction. Language ability should not be
ignored since 88 percent of those children who became readers or were
already readers were medium or above in language comprehension (see
Figure 12). Therefore, the curriculum should include language-
enhancing activities, again patterned on normal play, for those
students low in language comprehension. Implementation of this
curriculum might involve the kindergarten and first-grade years in one
school. A school with a comparable population base would be used as
a control group. The variables of interest would be percentages of
children reading, ease of acquisition, rate of growth in reading
skills, types of errors made on the 1 ogi co-perceptual and language
measures, and reading errors compared to the control group.
Language and Reading
As was shown in the cross-lagged analysis (Figure 6), the level
of a child's language development was not clearly indicated as a pre-
requisite for beginning reading. Instead, the data suggest that
progress in both language development and the acquisition of beginning
reading is due to some more general factor. Since 1 ogi co-perceptual
development did allow a causal inference to be made related to success
in beginning reading, the possibility that the logi co-perceptual
operations related to the child's performance on the language
predictors was explored. The results indicate a strong degree of
commonality between the two areas. Using tree diagrams, the medium
of representation used by Chomsky in his transformational grammar,
the relationships between components of a sentence are made graphically
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clear and the possible relationship between certain logico-perceptual
skills, language and reading can be more readily explored.
To facilitate the reader's understanding of transformational
tree diagrams, a few explanatory comments are necessary. The
connections within a clause are all joined either directly or indirectly
at one "node." For example, in the following diagram "Bill" and
"saw" are both joined at the S, node which indicates these two elements
compose a clause. Any modifier would be directly attached to either
"Bill" or "saw" and would also be considered part of that clause.
The sentence diagram is read from left to right. Clauses that are
farthest from the top are "embedded" or subsidiary, while clauses
joined at the same level are considered to be equal.
One might begin by asking: What language structures are most
strongly related to success in beginning reading? In summarizing
Table 6, the structures for complex ireflexive, "and," "promise,"
possessive, "ask," and both one and two pronominal adjectives were
the mostpredicti ve structures of a child's achievement in beginning
reading. Do these structures have anything in common with each other,
either in their adult interpretation or the misinterpretation used
by the children? To explore this question, sample sentences
will be
diagrammed using the tree diagrams of transformational
grammar,
showing the connections or organizations made by adults
and children.
/
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--Complex reflexive
—
Bill saw that Fred shaved him (himself).
A. Correct
NP
Fred
VP
shaved
NP
him
B.
NP VP NP
Bill saw Fred
Wrong
VP
shaved
NP
him
This type of sentence is termed "reflexive" because the contrast
lies in the correct interpretation of "him" versus "himself," since
half the sentences used "him" and half used "himself." The problem sen-
tence was with the use of "him" only. While the distinction between
"him" and "himself" is semantic (the child attaches the meaning for "him-
self" to all instances of "him"), the errors made on the "him" sentences
were syntactic in nature. That is, the child appears to be using the
wrong organizational structure for the sentence and thus chooses the
wrong referent for "him."
It appears that children did not know what "him" was referring to.
In interpretation A, the/\ beside "him" indicates that "him" is an
ambiguous word whose referent must be found somewhere in the preceding
clauses or sentences. The grammatical rule for finding the referent of
"him," the clause mate restriction, states that the referent must be.
outside the immediate cla
would be "Bill
.
use and up the tree to the next noun, which
Children who have not derived this rule interpret
"him" as referring to the nearest proper noun, "Fred," and thus incor-
rectly interpret the sentence. Based on performance on the logico-
perceptual tasks and analyses of other language structures, it is pos-
sible that they also interpret the clauses as equally attached rather
than hierarchically attached. This logic would give the "Bill" clause
no advantage over the "Fred" clause, while the choice of "Fred" for the
referent is more readily available due to proximity. In summary, the
children tend to be attaching clauses in serial order rather than
hierarchically (Chomsky, 1969) and the proper reference for the ambigu-
ous word becomes problematic as a result.
--And--
The cowboy scolded the horses for running away and I would have done the
same.
NP VP
cowboy scolded
NP VP
I would
The
/
A. Correct
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1 '
NP VP
7
wboy scolded
/ \
The NP VP
horses for running away
the
NP
I
VP
would
have done
B. Wrong NP A the same
The sentences labeled "and" are very complex sentences with many
clauses. The author's intent was to focus on the child's ability to
interpret the referent correctly for the clause following the "and."
That is, the child would answer the question: "What would I have done
the same? Scolded or run away?" As you can see in version A, the "and"
clause is connected to the $2 node. This connection draws the referent
for the phrase "the same" from the clause "the cowboy scolded." For
adults, the referent is to be found in the clause $2, back up the tree.
The ambiguous word in this sentence is "same" because "same" is an
adjective that must modify something, the "thing" referring to
something done is implicitly understood by adults as "scolded" via
the correct connection of the clause back to $2.
Children, on the other hand, are faced with the same problem
they saw on the interpretation of the referent of "him" and they appear
to be using the same strategy; i.e., "the same" refers to the
nearest
clause that makes sense, which is for them "for running away.
Referring attachment or reference to the temporally nearest
clause is
known as an instance of the "minimum distance" principle
(Chomsky,
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1969). Because children are not organizing the sentence correctly
(see Diagram B), they misinterpret the meaning of "the same" as
"running away" rather than as "scolded."
The next two sentence structures are slightly different in that
they involve words whose semantic interpretation, rather than structural
interpretation, leads the child to choose the wrong referent for a
subject. In choosing the incorrect referent, they may be organizing
the sentence differently. Part of the semantic definition of a word
is the connective functions it can serve. For example, part of the
meaning of the word "the" is that it will precede a noun or adjective.
Therefore, in a phrase like "the running was hard," the semantic
nature of the word "the" leads one to interpret "running" in a nominal
sense rather than as a verb. One can see that the meaning attached
to a word could strongly influence the organizational connections that
word could have in a sentence. Thus, although the error is semantic
in nature, it has syntactic ramifications.
--Ask
—
The girl asked the boy what to paint.
NF^ VP
The girl asked
\
NP S,
The boy
NP ^ VP
to paint
\
NP
what
NP^
girl
The
X
X VP
asked
/ (told)
/
NP
boy
the
VP
to paint
/VP
what
A. Correct B. Wrong
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Ask is interpreted by most children up through approximately
age six as meaning "tell" (Chomsky, 1969, 1972). "The girl asks the
boy what to paint" implies for adults that the girl is doing the
•
.
''''
painting. The in diagram A stands for the repeated subject, "the
girl," of the first clause. Children, by using the "tell" inter-
pretation, do not have a deleted subject and thus interpet "the boy"
(the closest noun phrase) as the subject doing the painting as in
diagram B. The concern incorrectly resolved is "who is doing the
painting?" By use of the minimum distance principle (choose the
temporally closest referent), the child misassigns the reference to
"boy" instead of "girl." Note ilso that interpretation B is simpler
in that it involves fewer S's. Again, it appears that the child is
using an "add on" organization as in the "and" structure rather than
hierarchical interpretation.
--Promi se--
Bozo promised Donald to stand on the book.
NP" VP
Bozo promised
NP'
Donal
d
,.'2
NP VP
to stand
\
NP ^ VP
Bozo promised
.
(told)
NP
Donald
VP
to stand
on the book
on the book
A. Correct B. Wrong
The "promise" sentence is identical in structure to the "ask"
sentence. Again, the issue has something to do with the semantic nature
of the word "promise." The question to be answeres is "who stood on
the book?" In diagram A, the , represents the deleted subject of
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"to stand on the book." Adults know that the person doing the
promising is the one to stand on the book; that is. one looks back
up the tree to Bozo, the promiser. Children, however, must learn the
unusual aspects of the word "promise" and tend to interpret it as
they did in ask" meaning "to tell." Diagram B shows the connections
the child might be making where "Donald" is interpreted as the
subject of "to stand." Again, the child is choosing the closest
referent rather than looking at the entire structure of the sentence,
which would result in choosing the subject of the sentence as the
referent. This type of sentence organization is less complex, less
hierarchically organized than the adult interpretation shown in
Diagram A.
--Possessive--
Red bird's hat
red'
NP
\
bi rd '
s
Correct
--Two pronominal adjectives
—
Third green hippo
mod
thi rd
hiippo
\
\
green
red bird's hat
B. Wrong
Norn
mod mod N
third green hippo
A. Correct B. Wrong
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Since these phrases were taken from the work of Matthei (1979),
it is useful to refer to his analysis as a partial explanation. He
noted that several models of language note that embedded structures,
such as the possessive and two pronominal adjectives, are psycho-
logically more difficult to process. This difficulty results in a
tendency to interpret phrases with a flat structure unless there is
clear evidence that the meaning of a phrase is hierarchically structured.
This study reiterates Matthei 's results and supports his interpreta-
tion of the noun phrase "red bird's hat" involved the recognition
that, first, one finds the class of red birds, then one finds a red
bird that has a hat. While "hat" is the noun being modified, the
modifiers systematically eliminate or exclude other interpretations
in a cumulative way. The same process is true for the "third green
hippo." First, one locates the green hippos, then one finds the third
of the green hippos. In the incorrect interpretation, the child
appears to be attaching each modifier to the noun directly so that one
finds a "red hat" and a "bird's hat" which results in choosing a bird
with a red hat increase of a red bird with a hat on. Likewise, the
children chose the third hippo and hope that it is green rather than
the third of the green hippos.
One would anticipate that, if the minimum distance principle
were dominating all interpetations, the children would be predisposed
to getting these phrases correct. However, competing logic ("whenever
possible avoid hierarchical interpretations in favor of flat more
additive interpretations") noted by Matthei (1979) appears to be
stronger. Although this tendency was noted in the other sentence
structures being discussed, it appears to be most obvious
in these two
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situations. The correct interpretation involves a hierarchical inter-
pretation of the adjectives over the strictly additive, flat inter-
pretation where "hat" is the focal point capable of taking on an
infinite number of attributes functioning relatively independently
of one another.
After carefully looking at the most predictive language struc-
tures, two related patterns of thinking emerge that the child uses when
he/she makes errors interpreting these structures. First, the child
organizes sentences in a rather flat, nonhi erarchi cal tree. That is,
an additive process that avoids contingencies and interrelationships is
preferred as demonstrated in the case of possessives and two modifiers.
Secondly, and contributing to the nonhierarchi cal interpreation, is the
use of the minimum distance principle. When an inadequately defined
word requiring a referent is encountered, the child chooses the tempo-
rally nearest noun or subject. This situation was demonstrated in the
complex reflexive and "and" structures. The same behavior occurs in
the "promise" and "ask" constructions precipitated by the unusual
semantic nature of the two words which involve a deleted subject for
the final clause. Use of the minimum distance principle may be due
to the child's reluctance to use hierarchical processing which would
result in a shallow, more additive quality to tree diagrams rather
than the hierarchic tree involving several subsentences.
If, in this, study 1 ogico-perceptual ability is the best
predictor of reading, how then does it relate to the patterns of
language comprehension that have just been discussed? In order to
answer this question, we must refer back to Table 8 showing which
logi co-perceptual variables are the strongest predictors of each
relevant language variable. As you recall, the logi co-perceptual
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variables in order of importance are: orientation, order, multiple
cla ssificati on on the shape dimension, seriation, and class inclusion.
A discussion of the specific nature of these tasks will provide the
connections we seek.
The orientation task involved the child's recognition of left
and right on his/her own body, pointing to the experimenter's left or
right when facing the child and also pointing to an object to the
left or right of another object. The last two components of the task
require that the child shift the frame of reference from his/her own
body to a larger context involving leftness and rightness on the
other object. In order to determine the correct answer, the child
must accommodate his/her basic rule to a larger context in a manner
similar to that required by the complex reflective and "and" sentence
structures.
The multiple classification task involves combining two
attributes to reduce the number of appropriate placements to just one
correct placement. This process is cumulative and eliminative, very
much like the thinking required on the "possessive" and "two modifiers"
language structures. Similarly, the seriation task involves the
child's ability to relate each piece to the whole and use cumulative
knowledge to eliminate inappropriate choices.
Ordering, one of the weaker predictors, is very similar to
seriation but less complex. To match an ordering of a string of
beads correctly, the child must look away from the model to the pool
of beads, select one, string it--all the while maintaining the place
on the model string. While this task does not appear to require
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referring back to the whole context, it does require judgment and
reference to a particular spot which moves progressively. Like
ordering, class inclusion is one of the lowest of the predictors.
The class inclusion task requires the child to compare red things to
squares, including red squares which fit into both classes of red
things and of squares. The child must be able to take the same
medium and reorganize 'it, going against perceptual groupings. This
requires establishing a reference, such as triangles, against a
perceptual grouping, such as color (Steinberg, 1974). This type of
thinking may be similar to the thinking used in the "promise," "ask,"
"and," and complex reflexive structures, where the child must go
against the interpretation of clauses based on sensory input and
reorder the clauses based on meaning or overall context.
Another perspective on the interpretation of children's per-
formance on the possessive and prenominal adjective structures comes
from the field of Piagetian research dealing with perceptual regula-
tions. It has been clearly established that children prior to con-
crete operations, are more strongly controlled by the characteristics
,
of the perceptual array than when they have developed
concrete
operational logic (Elkind, et al 1965a; Elkind, et al 1965b, 1969;
^insburg, 1969; Piaget, 1977). Specifically, the concept
of affirma-
tion and negation (where affirmation refers to the
positive attributes
of an object such as color [redness or greenness], while
negation
refers to the absence of color or the colors
the object is not) could
be applied to both types of sentence structures
since they both
involve adjectives of color. In the phrase "the red
bird's hat,"
the color attribute is mentioned first;
and, since color is a strong
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perceptual stimulus (Steinberg, 1974), preoperational children will
have their interpretation dominated by the color component of the
phrase and the stimulus. Consequently, when faced with a picture
of a red bird with a white hat or a white bird with a red hat, they
combine the dominant adjective (redness) with the noun (hat) and
choose the white bird with the red hat. This performance is exactly
what would be predicted by the development of the affirmation-
negation concept of objects since the positive or affirmative qualities
of an object are perceived earlier devel opmental ly than the negative
qualities, those attributes that the object is not (Gallagher, 1980;
Piaget, 1977).
Similarly, the less developmentally advanced child's tendency
on the prenominal adjective structures would be to focus on the color
of the objects and ignore the adjective of number which is also a
limiting category. In this instance, the color adjective always
follows the numeric adjective which may result in competition between
a tendency to focus on the more dominant attribute of color and a
strategy of attending to the first descriptor. This competition
would explain the reduced effectiveness of the two prenominal
adjective phrases as predictors of later reading compared to the
possessive structures, which were the strongest predictors. While
the Piagetian explanation and the transformational grammar explana-
tion are not contradictory, more work needs to be done to define
explicitly the interactions between the two theories, a task not
within the scope of this study.
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Because the tree diagrams in transformational grammar posit a
specific relationship among the parts of a sentence, it is easy to
see the dominant and subsidiary relationships or hierarchic thinking.
Piaget's approach to cognition is less explicit in this area of
projection of the actual connections in a particular task, such as
multiple classification or seriation, etc. However, from the
descriptions of the language structures and the cognitive structures,
it becomes clear that, for correct interpretation, the concept of
relating the part to the whole or hierarchic arrangement is commonly
shared in both areas. This pattern appears to be the overarching
theme and predominant mode of interpretation for correct performance.
A secondary and related mode of functioning is the ability to organize
data against sensory predispositions, such as visual groupings or
auditory sequencing.
Since logico-perceptual skills are the strongest causal pre-
dictors in this study for beginning reading performance, it seems
appropriate to assume that those same skills result in the child's
ability to interpret hierarchic organizations in language structures
as well. These relationships strengthen the claim that logico-
perceptual skills may be the more general variables that are causally
related to both beginning reading and language comprehension between
the ages of five and seven.
One might assume, then, that language ability was unimportant.
The correlations indicate, however, that the relationship between
language and reading increases after beginning reading (r
.48 to
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r
.54), while that of logi co-perc6ptual skills and reading decreases
after beginning reading r .49 to r. 44) is accomplished. This in-
creasing trend for relationship between language and reading forces
one to consider language as playing a dominant role although not,
perhaps, in the very first stage of the reading process.
Is there a relationship between the sentences in the text
children read and the structures that were most predictive? In fact,
the predictive structures were the complex forms of what commonly
occurred in the texts. How is it that these complex forms are better
predictors than the simple forms which more directly matched the
textbook language? To consider this problem, not that each complex
sentence is composed of simple clauses organized into hierarchies.
It may be that, if one can understand the complex forms, he/she can
readily understand the simple forms. Perhaps mastery of the complex
forms insures a degree of automaticity on the simple sentence
structures that makes the task of learning to read easier.
Further research that would more precisely explore the relation-
ship between the predictive language structures and reading ability
might involve writing a controlled text that used only the simple
form of the predictive structures and one using the complex form.
These texts would be presented at intervals in the beginning reading
process as well as tests of logico-perceptual ability, and progress
would be monitored as to the types of errors made by the children.
At the same time, the children should be tested on language compre-
hension of the structures used in the texts to compare the receptive
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language status to the reading status of the child.
Another type of study would involve exploring the degree to
which skill in language ability aids beginning reading. Two groups
of beginning readers equivalent on logico-perceptual skills would
be chosen, differing only on their level of language comprehension.
Both groups would be presented with a difficult situation of reading
a dim copy of a simple text (Pearson, 1978). If language facility
aids reading, the high language group should do well and the low
language group should do poorly.
A final exploration of the relationship between language
and reading would be to look at the reciprocal nature of the two
skills. This study might involve locating children in two different
kindergarten classrooms who fell within the medium to high language
range on the tests used in the present study and the medium range
in logico-perceptual skills. One classroom would receive direct
reading instruction; the other would receive indirect reading
instruction— the standard prereading curriculum. The children
would be tested on the language instrument throughout the year in
order to determine whether the two groups differed on their rate
of growth in language due to increased exposure to print. Of
course, some control on home reading instruction would have to be
i ncluded.
In summary, the errors of interpretation made on the language
structure appear to be related, if not due to the child's strengths
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in the 1 ogi co-perceptual area. Three possible studies to explore
further the relationship of language development to reading,
controlling for 1 ogi co-perceptual development, were outlined.
Language is strongly related to reading and the nature of that
relationship appears to be reciprocal as the reading process
conti ues.
Orthography Perception
The hypothesis regarding the child's ability to reorganize
print visually was referred to as orthography perception. While it
was assumed that, in order to read, a child must have this skill
already developed, the data did not support this assumption. To the
contrary, orthography perception for the study population developed as
a result of reading— the better the reader, the better the orthography
perception. However, this instrument had the lowest correlation
between the fall testing and the spring testing, indicating the
need for further development and refinement. In fact, it appears
that the measure was too difficult for the nonreaders. This point
is demonstrated in Figure 13 on the orthography graph where the
nonreaders show no improvement. The tasks in the instrument need
to better explore the graphic recognition skills of this group.
Therefore, can the conclusions regarding the relationship between
orthography and reading be considered valid?
Unguesti onably
,
the measure is weak; however, some of its
strengths lie in the following areas. The differentiated performances
on orthography by the three subgroups in the population (readers,
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nonreaders, and those who became readers) indicate that the instrument
is measuring a reading-related skill in a roughly appropriate manner.
In fact, it appears that the orthography as measured by this instru-
ment represents the application of logi co-perceptual skills to print
(see Table 11). That is, when the child perceptually groups letters
into words, or words into sentences, he/she has transferred his/her
1 ogi co-perceptual skills to the new medium of print. Once those
skills are being applied, the language system of meaning further
aids in the identification and decoding process. Therefore, it would
be theoretically coherent to view orthography perception as being a
temporary conduit for logico-perceptual skills and language skills as
they are applied to the beginning reading process.
The developmental order of acquisition of orthography-related
skills for beginning reading seems to be the following: first,
orientation of letters and left- right sequencing, followed by the
knowledge of ordering; thirdly, the inability to recognize or analyze
the endings and beginnings of words (multiple classification), and
understanding that letters make up words and words make up sentences
(class inclusion, see Table 12). These conclusions are based on the
subtests of the orthography measure that were most strongly related
to reading in the fall, for all predicting spring reading, and in the
spring. This sequence shares considerable overlap with the strongest
predictors from the logico-perceptual battery: orientation and order
followed by multiple classification by color, class inclusion, and
seriation. (Due to the generous scoring procedures used in this study,
the potential relationship between seriation and reading may
have been
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lessened.) This ordering of the acquisition of skills for the subtests
on the orthography and logi co-perceptual batteries generally reiterates
results from studies of acquisition of the Piagetian skills of seriation,
order, classification, and orientation (Roman, 1973; Modgil & Modgil,
1976b; Modgil & Modgil, 1976a; Steinberg, 1974; Robinson, 1975;
Kierscht, 1976).
In summary, even though the orthography measure shows much
variability in the scores, performance of students indicates it is
measuring a real phenomenon that is related to reading, language,
and 1 ogi co-perceptual skills. A child does not acquire skill in
perceptually organizing print until he/she is exposed to it in a
meaningful way. That is to say, children see print in their environ-
ment; but, depending upon their experiences, there may be no necessity
to interact with it until they go to school and are confronted with
the task of learning to read. In these circumstances, reading becomes
relevant and the child applies his/her skills to the learning situation
being presented. The feeling of necessity or interest, of course, can
occur at home and often does. The point being made is that relevance
leads the child to attack the problem. His/her success appears to
depend on two factors, the first being adequate development of the
relevant logi co-perceptual schemata. The second factor is the amount
of previous exposure to print or the opportunities the child has
had
to interact with print which would enable him/her to build
progressive-
ly the schemas necessary to organize print relevant to
the reading
task perceptually.
Further research on orthography perception would
primarily
involve two components. First, the tasks must
be refined and extensively
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pi lot- tested to reduce the variability of the scores. Parti cualrly,
the ordering task must be reevaluated, since one component of the task
is significantly but negatively related to reading acquisition while
the other component is positively related. It appears that children
who have a strong grasp of print realize that the letters of a word
can be written down, starting from right to left, and, as long as
the final ordering is correct, the word is correct. This behavior
appears to show advanced understanding of print but was not scored
appropriately in the present study.
Secondly, it would be very interesting to follow the child's
acquisition of the perception of print., The present study missed this
progression due to the six-month gap between testing periods.
Evidently, to monitor orthography perception the child would have to
be measured approximately once every six weeks, since this skill tends
to develop fairly rapidly once reading instruction begins. This
information could further illuminate the process of reading acquisition
and how 1 ogi co-perceptual and language skills are integrated during
the stages of beginning reading.
Theory of Reading Acquisition
How can the data from this study be integrated to clarify the
beginning reading process? In an attempt to answer the question several
parallels will be drawn between mechanisms or constructs of existing
developmental theories and data from this study. The developmental
stages of reading acquisition designed by the author will be discussed
as they are supported by this study and existing research. The stages
at this point are descriptive of what behaviors the child displays
that are indicative of a certain point in the reading acquisition
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process. No attempt is made to delineate underlying mechanisms. That
task must be left to subsequent research.
Briefly, development, as discussed by Piaget (1955, 1977; Galla-
gher, 1978, Ginsburg, 1969), involves the taking in of information using
existing cognitive structures or assimilation ; changes in those struc-
tures to adjust to the demands the new data place on them, accommodation
,
and the process of a constant flow of information between the internal
state of the organism and the external facts of the environment which
results in adjustments or equi 1 i bration . As long as the internal
structures are appropriate for the data being taken in, "the cognitive
system need not distort events to assimilate them; nor need it change
very much to accommodate to new events" (Ginsburg, 1969). This balance
is an example of the state of equilibrium reached by the organism
through the process of equilibration. Both language and logico-
perceptual development involve such processes. Because it has been
less frequently discussed in these terms, language will be used as
an example of these processes.
The young child is immersed in a language-rich environment.
He/she gradually develops some cognitive structures based on meaning,
such as "mommy," "daddy," "no," etc., which facilitate assimilation
of more language. The child incorporates only those language bits
that he/she can interpret (Forester, 1979) and uses those bits to
interpret other bits by accommodating internal schemas to the structures
being heard (Slobin, 1973; Bar Adon, 1971). As the child builds a
repertoire of constructs, sentence-like fragments emerge and the
research of the transformational grammarians becomes appropriate as
a tool for analysis. The successive approximations by the child in
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the use of negation (Solbin, 1973; Bar Adon, 1971), for example, are
an excellent instance of the assimilation-accommodation processes of
equilibration (Sinclair-de-Zwart, 1967). Thus, given a language-rich
environment and the processes of assimilation and accommodation, the
child learns language. The child's first three-word sentences usually
appear between the ages of two and three (Brown, 1973) and the
continuing process of acquiring new language structures lasts through
at least age ten (Chomsky, 1972, 1969). As one can see, the language-
acquisition process continues over some eight to ten years.
In a similar manner, the acquisition of initial reading can be
described as follows:
Stage 1 . First, the child must be exposed to an environment
rich in prjnt, where that print plays some meaningful role in the
child's life, just as the oral language spoken by the parents has
meaningful implications to the child. Often this rich and necessarily
meaningful context does not occur until school, speci fi cal ly first grade.
Stage 2 . To develop the understanding that print conveys
meaning, the child must be allowed to interact with the print frequently
so that the schemas begin to develop around the most relevant bits.
Stage 3 . These bits are apt to be one's name, signs, such as
STOP, MacDonald's, etc. and labels on items, such as cereal box tops
or objects in the room (Burke, 1980). Through continuing interaction
with adults who are answering questions and providing examples, the
child accommodates his/her perceptual schemas to recognize words, word
boundaries, perhaps even sentence boundaries--whi chever are the most
meaningful units.
Stage 4 . Just as the children practice sounds and words
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repeatedly, appearing to "overlearn" them, so prereaders may over-
learn printed words in the form of nursery rhymes or memorized
stories. It is the author's feeling that such overlearning provides
a firmly structured basis upon which the child builds his/her concept
of reading (Jones, 1979; Watson, 1980; Burke, 1980). The child's
visual vocabulary is continuing to grow as his/her interaction with
print continues.
Stage 5 . Gradually, the child is able to extrapolate from the
familiar contexts of memorized stories, rhymes, and labels to new
stories that involve largely the same elements or words. The unfamiliar
words will be assimilated by the child in reference to his/her existing
meaning structure, just as they are assimilated in the language-
acquisition process. The meaning structure will be forced to accommo-
date depending upon the child's sense of appropriateness of his/her
initial quess at the new word's meaning. Up to this point, the reading
process has involved developing a familiarity with the visual aspects
of print (orthography), its function to convey ideas via language,
and an association between certain known words and their printed
representati on.
When the child encounters his/her first unmemorized story,
whether it be one he/she has dictated or in a prepared text, he/she
enters into a qualitatively different process. Under these circum-
stances, the child will be doing more accommodating, but hopefully
on a firmly established base of schemas developed in the earlier
stages. This still could involve more accommodation because the
child will be encountering words not seen before in the process of
>
his/her independent reading. ("Independent" is being used to refer
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to the child reading nonmemori zed texts with minimal aid from an adult
as opposed to being read to or receiving one-on-one instruction.)
There is every reason to assume that the child will initially apply
the same problem-solving strategies as he/she has used before; in-
<^ci^the meanij^g of a new word from the context, just as he/she in-
duced the meaning of new language structures from the language context
or cognitive structures from the situational context (Goodman, 1976;
Smith, 1971, 1980; Forester, 1979; Chomsky, 1978; Grant, 1976).
Stage 6 . What will these sources of meaningful context be?
The sentences previously read will be one source if they are contextual-
ly dependent upon one another. Any pictures that appear to depict
the storyline will also be of help. Thus, when the child is taking
those first tottering independent steps in learning to read, the
continuity of the storyline and the appropriateness of the pictures
play key roles. One can imagine how a weak storyline and irrelevant
pictures could compound the difficulty of the task.
Stage 7 . As the child continues to read, his/her orthography
perception skills develop based on an ever-increasing visual vocabulary
and the generalization of predictable patterns of letters. Th i s i_n-
creasing sense of predictability of orthography may be the basis of the
phonetic analysis of words. Such minute analysis develops only when
a great deal of exposure to a medium enables processing to reach
finer levels (Foresters, 1979).
Similarly, in language development some of the last words to
be comprehended are functors (conjunctions, the, etc.) whose meaning
is not absolute or concrete (Ehri , 1979). Instead, children
comprehen
or focus on the major clauses as the most relevant meaning-bearing
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units. Only when those units have been mastered do children narrow
their scope to smaller units, such as functors, possessives (Matthei,
1979), and connective words (Tavakolien, 1979; Solan & Roeper, 1979).
Thus, as the child continues to read, he/she gradually requires
l oss 6xte niaj.
.
co nt e^^t
,
such as pi ctures
, and relies more heavily on
semantic context and the newly developing skill of phonetic analysis.
This skill can be readily derived by children from the spell ing- sound
patterns of print if the child has been exposed to enough print to be-
gin to see the emergent patterns (Jones, 1979; Steinberg, 1973;
Soderbergh, 1971).
Stage 8 . Finally, the last stage in the reading acquisition
process discussed in this study is when the child has developed enough
skill to decode new words purely on the basis of semantic and syntactic
constraints and phonetic analysis when the former methods fail. At
this point, the child knows that the sound of the word and the appearance
of the word should match. If the words generated by semantic and/or
syntactic predictions do not match the letters, the child is left with
phonetic analysis as a final tool. Children are forced into this sort
of decoding situation when the amount of text in a book per picture
dramatically increases to the point that the child may have an entire
page of print without an accompanying picture. Although the child
most likely will not have all the sound-symbol relationships learned,
this sort of situation could facilitate their development just as
exposure to print facilitated orthography perception.
Many times it is argued that, unlike language, which children
acquire quickly and without instruction, reading must be taught, the
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process of its learning being very slow and laborious (Glietman &
Rosin, 1979). I feel that this statement is a misinterpretation of
the facts. Language, as mentioned earlier, takes at least eight
years to acquire when one looks at the child from the first two-
and three-word utterances to the acquisition of adult grammar capable
of interpreting complex sentences. Certainly, the language instru-
ment in the present study illustrated the problems children had
with complex sentences at ages five through seven. The process by
which language is acquired involves intensive submersion or exposure
to the medium and constant "feedback" in the form of being under-
sj^od or misunderstood, understanding or misunderstanding. The idea
that language is learned with minimal effort underestimates the
large amount of time spent by the child attending to the task of
learning to speak and understand when spoken to.
Reading is similar to language learning in that the child
must learn a symbol system. However, the child has the asset of
having already developed a meaning system (language) that the symbols
refer to. Considering the minimal exposure to print and the low
intensity of that exposure that most children receive, can we
honestly say that this exposure comes anywhere close to immersion?
If the time period for language acquisition is minimally eight years,
it seems reasonable to assume that reading should take anywhere
from two to five years or even longer. In fact, it would be
interesting to consider what kind of readers would be produced by an
approach involving immersion in print, similar to that of language
acquisition or the other cognitive skills acquired by the child.
Instead, it appears that children are initially given minimal meaningful
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exposure to print, the major focus being on learning sight-words
and/or letter-sounds and reading stories of limited coherence
(Gourley, 1978; McClellan, 1980). How contrary to the learning that
occurs naturally in the other meaningful situations.
Further study of the reading acquisition process could go in
several directions. One area would be to document the reading
acquisi tion process in an immersion curriculum versus other curricula.
A second area would involve documenting the stages. While parts of
the acquisition stages have already been verified in other studies
(Mason, 1979; Forester, 1977; Oliver, 1975; Blachowicz, 1978; Dunn-
Rankin, 1978; Samuels, 1979; Burke, 1976; Denberg, 1977; Ferreiro,
1977; Forester & Michel son, 1979; Ehri
, 1979), some aspects have
only been mentioned rarely. Those areas are stage 1 where the child
begins to show curiosity toward print and stage 8 where the child
can use phonetic analysis to decode. Future research in the areas
of the natural development of phonetic analysis would be very
challenging. It is difficult to imagine a beginning reading curriculum
that is devoid of instruction in phonetic analysis through the end
of the first grade year. However, could such a curriculum be found,
the children's abstracted knowledge of phonetic patterns in words
could be observed. In order for these conceptualizations to be able
to develop, the children would have to be exposed to larger quantities
of print, providing a sufficient visual repertoire for induction of
the patterns. Two control groups would allow comparison with a
phonics-based program and a sight-word-based program.
Gathering data on the existence or nonexistence of stage 1
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would involve at least two components. First, observation would
have to be done to produce an array of behaviors that would be
indicative of interest in print. Secondly, some sort of data-
gathering instrument must be designed; perhaps a questionnaire or
videotaping children in day care and nursery schools would be
appropriate to monitor the appearance of the identified behaviors.
Finally, the existence of the stages should be further verified
as well as their sequence. The effect of the various approaches to
teaching reading on the sequence and appearance of the stages would
be essential to understanding the reading acquisition process.
In summary, stages 1 and 8 must be documented and the entire
sequence of stages of reading acquisition should be substantiated
/
furthe r. A comparati v^_study of a reading curriculum based on
immersion versus the sight-word or phonetic approach would be another
area of research.
Implications for Current Reading Instruction
The potential practical applications of this study lie in two
areas: determination of developmental reading readiness levels and
the design of prereading curricula to meet the developmental needs
of students in preparation for beginning reading.
The information on Table 19 provides the beginning point for
a strategy designed to determine appropriate developmental levels
for beginning reading. It has never been the author's intent to
establish a single numerical score that would indicate that the child
was ready to learn to read, predominantly because there are other
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factors that also affect the child's readiness for reading.
However, a readiness range may be an appropriate next step in the
experimental verification and application of these data. While
the exact limits of this readiness range would have to be documented
further once the instruments were refined, it would conceivably be
possible to identify children who were definitely low in logico-
perceptual and language skills. The identification of these children
should then be followed by a program of instruction designed to
enrich those skills.
Such a program of instruction must have at least two essential
qualities. First, the subject matter must be challenging, exciting,
and ^n—modeled after the way children naturally acquire concepts
in both language and logico-perceptual development (Forman & Kuschner,
1977). In natural settings, children do not sit down and memorize
irrelevant bits of information. They do explore intriguing toys,
interact with nii^uring adults, and express curiosity about mysteries.
A curriculum designed to augment, not speed up, logico-perceptual
concepts should use activities not associated with letters and print,
but based on everyday objects that might highlight the skills of
orientation, seriation, and ordering, multiple classification and
class inclusion. .Building, measuring, working with clay—all are
possible ways for enhancing these skills.
Similarly, a language-enriching curriculum would not involve hav-
ing the child memorize possessive structures. It should involve a great
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deal of conversation with adults and other students and may focus
around such activities as story-telling, making up plays, exploring
areas of interest, telling about them, being read to, or any natural
and enjoyable activity in which speech is being heard and generated
by the children. It is important that a significant amount of the
language the children hear is adult language because it is the adult
level of grammar that presents the child with complex sentence
structures which foster growth. The opportunity for the child to
talk is an essential component of the child's progress, since language
skills are acquired by reformulating one's grammar through achieving
successfully closer approximations to adult grammar.
Once a child's performance in logi co-perceptual skills begins
to reach the readiness range, the teacher should use his/her judgment
about switching the child to a situation which places print in an
increasingly more central role. The interest, motivation, and
emotional mat.urjty of the child are all aspects that must be
considered before switching the child to what is bound to be a more-
structured format.
Concluding Remarks
The unrefined formative state of the instruments used in this
study limits the interpretation of its results to being considered
as exploratory in nature. Because the sample was a convenient
group
rather than a random group the results must be viewed as
limited when
considering their developmental aspects. It is the author's
intention
that this study illuminate the holistic nature of the
learning
process in children. The task of learning to read
is strongly related
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to general logi co-perceptual development, is augmented and supported
by language development which is also related to logi co-perceptual
skills. This study attempts to clarify the interrelationship between
language and logi co-perceptual skills as they are brought to bear
on the beginning reading process.
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Error Analysis for the Language Comprehension Test
Syntacti
c
Structure
Redicted Error/
Total Error
%
Appropriate Errors
And 25/25 100
Easy 13/18 72
Simple Reflexive 26/29 96
Passive 15/18 83
Self-embedded
subject-object 96/97 99
Sel f-embedded
subject-object 57/59 97
Prenominal Adjective-2 31/38 82
Prenominal Adjective-1 45/51 88
Ask 40/46 87
Possessive 57/57 100
Promi se 52/59 88
Agent 6/8 75
Complex Reflexive 66/101 65
Average appropriate errors 87%
N=20
APPENDIX B
Correspondence of Reading Stage Placement
with Cloze Scores
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Cloze
Scores
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE ON CHILD'S READING HISTORY
Instructions: The following questionnaire requests information to
add to the reading measure used in Ms. Miller's study of beginning
reading. This information will be kept absolutely confidential.
A numoer will be substituted for the child's name to assure cne
coni identialit^ of the information. Your name is not necessary.
Please complete all the questions. Ms. Miller will collect tne
questionnaire from you.
child's name date child's number
1. According to your records what reading program was the child using
in the following months:
November, 1978
April, 1979
2. What level or book was the child using in the following months:
November, 1978
April, 1979
3. If you have a program that you are using to augment your primary
reading program, please name it on the line provided.
additional reading program
4 . Please check any of the following activities that this child uses as
part of his/her reading instruction.
word cards Nov/April copying words
matching words to pictures Nov/April copvine letter?
cniid dictated stories Nov/April
maKing books Nov/Aprii
worksheets wnere child Nov/April
indicates phonetic components
eg. blenos , vowels
practicing tue
a..phabec
stories reac t”^
class or groups
reaoinc corner for
free browsing
178
5. Please cneck any of the following statements that you feel describe the
child as a reader.
Is interested in print
Is familiar with print eg. know that it tells you something, may ttnow
letter names.
Recognizes familiar words eg. own name, signs like Mac Donald's
Reads familiar stories, perhaps memorized
Reading with pictures (heavy context cues)
Reading print with no pictures (semantic context alone)
Uses phonetic analysis to decode.
6. In an effort to determine the overal general ability of the students in
this study I am asking you to describe each child's general nerfornance in
school (not just reading) using the definition and scale below. Please
consider the child on the basis of your overall experience as a teacher
and not just in relation to this particular group pf children in his or her
class.
Ability is "the child's power to perform a given task based on general
skills and past learning."
very incapable less capable average very capable highly capable
1
.
2 3 4 5
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION 1
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Back'^round Questionnaire on Child's i^eadinr History
Instructions: The following questionnaire requests information which will
as bacl^ound information for Ms. Hiller's study of beginning
reading, ihis information will be kept absolutely confidentia'
^ numoer will be substituted for the child's name to insure the*
confiaentiality of the information. Your names are not necessary.Please complete all the questions and return the questionnaire
in the stamped, self-addressed envelop which is enclosed.
Child's name date
1 . Does the child enjoy looicing at books? Circle one
child's number •
Yes ilo
2 . Attha present time, about how many minutes per week is your child read to?
(Circle your ajiswer)
don't know 31-60 min.
m der 15 min. 61-120 min.
16-50 min. - over 120 min.
'. At the present time, about how many minutes per week does the child
spend reading or looking at books? (Circle your answer)
don't know
.31-60 min.
under 15 min. 61-120 min.
16-30 min. over 120 min.
4
. Prior to age 5 about hov/ much time per week did your child spend reading
or looking at books? (Circle your answer
)
don't know • 3I-6O min.
under 15 min. '31-120 min.
16-50 min. over 120 min.
5. Doer, your child express curiosity about the meaning of printed material?
(Circle your answer) Yes No
r
0. Does your child subscribe to a magazine? (Circle one) Yes No
7 . Does your child subscribe
(Circle one)
to a newspaper of any kind?
Yes iio
0 . Do you subscribe to nagazine(G)? (Circle one) Yes No
9. Do you subscribe to a newspaper? (Circle one) Yes No
10. Is there an oncyclopedin in the home? (Circle one) Yes No
180
. now man, books do you liave in your home? (Circle one)don't Icnov/ 201-300 books
0-50 booKs 301-400 books
5i-100 books 401-500 books
101-200 books over 500 books '•
12. Does your child read or look at comic books? (Circle one) Yes iio
15. Is there a T.V. in your home? (Circle one)
iH. V/hat are the child's three favorite T. V. programs?
1 .
Yes No
2 .
5.
15.
16 .
does your child watch? (Circle your answer)oe^ame Street Zoom Electric Company Mr. Rodgers
How many hours per week if television does your child watch? (Circle your am/er)don t Know
under 4 hours
5-10 hours
11-20 hours
over 20 hours
17. At about what' age did your child
(Circle your anr.v;or)
1.0-
1. 5 years
1.
6-
2.0 years
2.
1-
2. 5 years
2.
6-
3.0 years
5.1-
5. 5 years
begin to talk (i.e. know 5 won): )?
± 0 . children vary as to the amount of talJ'ing they do. In your opinion,
Pl ease rate yoi.ir child as to how much he/she talked .at age 4. A rating o;'
"ven tallcative" v/ould mean the child explained things rather than
demonstrated, talked easily v/ith strangers, readily canied on conversation''..
A rat* nr of 'Srery quiet" './ould mean the child would demonstrate rath?r
than tell whai he/she v/anted or did, would not start conversation.-., gave
ye.s/iin re.snonses to questions. (Circle your answer)
Very 0,uiet
1 2
Did your child attend n’lrscry school? (Circle your ansv/er)
Iio 2 years
i year 5 ye.ars
Ver:, raj.ita:
5
19.
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20. Did your child attend kindercarten? (Circle one) Vea Mo
21. How often does your child visit the public library? (Circle your answer^
hardly ever every 2 weeks
irregulary weekly
every month more than weekly
22. How many books does he/she check out at a time? (Circle your answer)125 more than 5
25.
Kow many books does he/she have checked out right now? (Circle your ansv/er)12 5 more than 5
2'i. Does the child play games tliat involve words, letters or reading?
(Cirble one) Yes Mo
25. liow often are these games played by the child? (Circle your answer)
don't know every 2 weeks
hardly ever v/eekly
irregularly more than v/eekly
every month
26. How many children are there in yovur family including this child?
27. V.'hat is this child's position in the sequence of children? (1st child,
2nd child, etc.) Circle your answer.
1 st 2nd 5rd i<th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th
28. Approximately how much time do brothers or sisters spend reading to the
child ner week? (Circle your answer)
don't laiow ' 51“60 min.
under 15 min. 61-120 min.
16-50 min. over 120 min.
29 . Arc languages other than English spoken the home? (Circle
30 . Does the child speak any language other than English?
(Circle one) '
one ) Yes No
Yes Ho
31
.
:/2 .
V/liat is the father's occupation?
’.mat is the mother's occupation? -
How many years did the father complete in ochool.
5 6 7 8 9 10 12 15 lA 15
Hou many years did the mother complete in school?56789 10 12 15 lA 15
(Circle your ansv/er)
16 3 . A. H.A. ifi.j.
(Circle your answer)
16 B.A. ;..A. Pn.J.
T'.'.snk you very such for taking the time to
Plca-o return this questionnaire to Cindy.
Elementary, in the stamped, self-addressed
complete this questionnaire.
Mil.l.er, c/o V.'ildwood or I'arks
envelop that v/as enclosed.
ileadow or Gill
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Cindy Miller— 256-6031
Judy Gourley—Faculty Advisor
School of Education
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Dear Parent,
I am a doctoral student working with Judy Gourlev from the ReadingProgram in the School of Education at the University of Massachusetts. Iam conducting a study in Marks Meadow of how children learn to read. This
^udy has been approved by the principal and the Marks Meadow Council.
The study is an attempt to find out what kind of instruction would help
children learn to read most easily. Your chUd will be asked to work with
certain kinds of blocks and puzzles, to describe pictures and to read, ifhe or she is reading yet. The tasks are brief and most children enjoy doing
>.hem. We will work with your child in Marks Meadow each in December, February’
and late April. We would like to work with as many five, six, and seven
year olds as possible as age is the only selection criteria we have used. Thepeople working with your child have attended a 6-hour training session ex-
plaining how to administer the tasks and work with the children. They are
University students working under faculty supervision.
In addition to obtaining these measurements it is also necessary to
have some background information on the child. Later in the year we will ask
you to answer a brief questionnaire regarding the child's reading experience
at home. For example, does the child like to look at books, does he or she
like to be read to, etc. This information will be kept absolutely confidential.
A number will be substituted for the child's name on any records that will be
kept by the investigator.
There will be a session explaining the resxilts of the study sometime
next year for the teachers and anyone interested in coming. You are
welcome to come The time and place will be announced. If there anv
questions or concerns whatsoever, please feel free to call Cindy Miller,
256-6031. Thank you for taking the time to read this. Please complete the
attached permission slip. It is important that we receive a "Yes" or "No"
response so that we can begin the study as soon as possible.
You and your child have the right and opportunity to withdraw from
participation in this study at any time.
I have read the above statement, understand its contents and consent to
my child's participation in this study being conducted by Cindy Miller.
date Parent signature
Child's name
I do not wish to participate in this study.
Parent signature date
APPENDIX D
Language Measure
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The
'luck
washes
the
cat
The
cat
washes
the
duck
184
The
sheep
chases
the
pig.
Tlie
pig
chases
the
slieep.
185
The
girl
feeds
the
boy.
The
boy
feeds
the
girl.
187
The
boy
is
hard
to
see.
188
The
dog
is
hard
to
see.
189
I
I
I
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9.
Sally
hit
herself.
28.
Sally
hit
her.
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1
feeds
her.
feeds
herself
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Bill
saw
that
Fred
shaved
himself.
Bill
saw
that
Fred
shaved
him.
194
-M* d
—
Karen
saw
that
Joe
hurt
himself.
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13.
Mother
saw
that
Sally
dressed
herself.
32.
Mother
saw
that
Sally
dressed
her.
196
Tlie
girl
Is
washed
by
the
boy.
The
boy
Is
washed
by
the
girl.
197
The
do>;
is
cliased
by
the
goose.
The
goose
is
chased
by
the
dog.
198
16.
riie
hoy
wn.s
fed
by
the
girl.
>5.
The
girl
was
fed
by
the
boy.
199
18.
The
boy
that
the
girl
hit
fell
down.
37.
The
girl
tliat
the
boy
hit
fell
down.
200
The
cat
that
the
dog
chased
jumped.
The
dog
that
the
cat
chased
jumped.
201
^4
The
rabbit
that
the
skunk
chased
hopped.
The
skunk
that
the
rabbit
chased
hopped.
202
O ON
«N rN
21.
The
cat
that
chased
the
dog
jumped.
40.
The
dog
that
chased
the
cat
jumped.
203
l:.
22.
The
lion
that
chased
the
hippo
fell.
41.
The
hippo
that
chased
the
lion
fell.
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23.
The
girl
Chat
hit
the
boy
fell
down.
A2.
The
boy
Chat
hit
Che
girl
fell
down.
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46
.
riie
mother
asks
the
daughter
which
cake
to
bake.
209
47.
Bozo
promises
Donald
to
hop
up
and
down.
210
Donald
promises
Bozo
to
do
a
handstand.
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3
u
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.
yellow
snake’
scarf
224
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68.
Rreeii
snake’s
scarf
227
69.
Tlie
books
are
being
unstacked
228
70.
Tlie
coat
was
being
unbuttoned
229
230
231
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Scora Jheet
Name
Oate
i. v-enation
r'oir.ts
or. yel. pur?. bl. rd. l.bl. gr. or. i blk.
tiotes:
1 1 . Order 3eads
straish:
reverse
circle
oiiv. br. tour, v/h-c. rd. blk. tan yel. bl. gr.
bl. yel- an blk. rd. wht. tur. br. oliv.
111. Multiple Classificatior.:
Red
Yellov;
Blue
O
n O
Blue
Red
Yellow
Color ohape
IV. Clasn Inclusion:
1
. Are there more redo or
triangles?
2. Are there more bl'.;os
or “cuarcsv
'olor onape Jocal
5. Are there more trian ’
or squares.
V. Lef t/P.iehc
Correct
left hand
righ*. leg
_______
rich': hand
my right
triangle
triangle
triangle
Correct
shoulder
to the right of red_
to the left of red
CO the right of blueear
to
c
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Orthographic Hetrulari::; o core Jneet
Oare
ccartinr inain;
1 t ^
Correct
"!
.
up/iov/n
2, ieft/right
of page
3. left/right
of page
4. beginning (left/other)
5. beginning (left/other)
6. left of word (left/other)
OHDSRIKG ;
Name
_
Letters
/1 /2 /3 /4
/I /2 /3 A
/I /2 /3
7.
left of word (left/other)
3.
left of "a" (left/other)
9. left of "m" (left/other)
10. right of "n" (left/other)
Naem
I'lean
/I /2 /3 /4 /I
Eman
/2 /3 /4
/1 /2 /3 /4 /I /2 /5 /4
y.ULTIFLZ CL.iSSIJICATION; WORDS CKOSZN:
tall ball
cook
told bold
/4
Init.le Titer Ending
:old
eoo/t
baU
/6 /b =
Ir.it . Lett er Ending Total
!;ake
MORE
:AKE R>.?2
R0‘/E
Ri-l’
-
CL.\E 3 INCLU3 XONi
1. norc or letters
more ''l"s or letters
mere "3"s or words
•Tiore words 0 r "o"s
more * e 1 1 e rt or word*
c r - r loz" err
4. more words or sentences
more sentences or words
5, more sentences or worms
v/ords or sentences
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Language Cdiiiprehenr;i on Test
Ndmc School
Age Date Teacher
Agent /object:
1. The duck v/nshes the cat 24. The cat v/ashes the duck
2. Thp Shppp the pig 25. The oici chases the sheep
3. The oirl feeds the bov 26. The boy fecos the airl
Easy
4. The doll is easv to see
5. The boy is hard to see
6. The dog is hard to see
7. The girl is easy tn see
Reflexive - A
8. John washrihim 27. John washed h inself
9. Sally hit herself 28. Sally hit her
10. Jane feeds her 29. Jane feeds herself
Reflexive - B
11. Bill saw that Fred shaved 30. Bill saw that Fred shaved him
himself
12. Karen Imw that Joe hurt 31. Karen Ica^ tliat Joe hurt him -
himself
13. r.otlier saw that Sally dressed 32,. Mother saw that Sally dressed
hor_
hers cl f .
235
Passive
14. Tl»c girl is v/ashed Ijy the boy 33. The boy is washed by Llic girl
_
15. The dog is chased by the goose 34. The ‘goose is chased by the dcj.
lU. TVyc. boy ujAS tbe, The. by tht. Isay,
Self-Diibedded $-0
18. The boy that the girl hit fell
doivn.
37. The girl that the boy hit fell d;w
19. The cat tliat the dog chased
.iumoed
30. The dog that the cat chased
20. The rabbit that the skunk
chased hopped
39. The skunk that the rabbit chased
S-S
21. The cat that chased the dog
jumped
40. The dog that chased the cat jur“=:
22. The lion that chased the 41. The hippo that chased the lien
hippo -Pm-LL.
23. The girl that hit the boy
fell drtfin
42. The boy that hit the girl fell drw
236
Modirier/Adjectives ^ T'U^ i—ffxi ~ po
55 . the second green hippo
56. the second big hippo
57 . the third yellow bear
\Jt00
• the second green car
59 . the third red airplane
60. the second hippo
61. the second airplane
62. the third hippo
63. the second car
•
VO the third bear
65. yellow snake’s scarf
1
66. red bird's hat
67 . brovra bird's hat
68. green snake's scarf
Reversable
bcjri5
69 . The books eirey^unstacked
70. The coat was^n^uttoned
71. The guitar was^uStrung
72. The bed was^^i^irade
237
Ask:
43,. The girl asks the boy what to paint
44. The boy asks the girl wiiicii shoos to wear.
^5. The boy asks his mother wfiich book to read
The mother asks the daughter which cake to bake
Premise: Do you know what it means to promise to do something? What?
47. Bozo promises Donald to stand on the book. V.'hicli ^ca^s^a.s him doing it?
48. Donald promises Bozo to hop up and dovn. Whicli ^ca^iows him doing it?
49. Bozo promises Donald to do a Which ^e»^ov.s him doing it?
50,
Donald promises Bozo to lie’ down. V'hich'“rar^) c.;s him doing it?
And* soing to just say some sentences
and I'- going to ask you.
something afterwards”)
51. The cowboy scolded the horses for running
away and I would have done the same.
Vihat would I have done? Scolded ran away
52. Mother scolded Seymour for answering the
phone, ard I would have done the same.
What would I have done? Scolded answered phone
53^ Billy spanked Sam for being late for
dinner, and I would have done tlie same.
What would 1 have done? Spanked late
. 54. Tan hit Sue for breaking the dish, and
I would liavc done tlie same.
What would I have done? Hit break
APPENDIX F
Instructions for all Measures
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General introduction to the child:
Hi, child’s name I'm your name
laci meeting v/ith different children to see how they work with
sone materials I have. They are sort of like games. V/ould you
cry some for me? I'm going to come back in 3 months and v/e
can play v;ith them again.
Instructions for Test Administration;
Lomice-Percentual Battery
Seriation ;
"I have some stichs here. I'm going to put them on the table'.'
—Can you find the shortest stick for me? "GOOD (let them start
with any stick they choose) Now can you line these sticks up so
they make a staircase? Start with this one and then the next
shortest on up."
(record responses on score sheet) VERY GOOD
Now, here I have a bracelet and I have some beads, (unstring their
beads, set the model in front of them.) Can you put your beads
on this string to make a bracelet just like this one? (you can tie
a knot in one end if their beads are falling off as they string them.
)
VERY GOOD Now, (leave the model as it is and unstring their beads)
Can you make a bracelet that starts with this bead? (Point to
the reverse end) so that when yours is strung it will look like
mine only back words? YOU DID A NICE JOB. " This time I'm going
to do something to my bracelet (stick the ends of the string
in the beads so that there is no obvious beginning or end to the
string) Can you make me a bracelet like this only keep your
string straight." VERY GOOD
Viultiole Classification: (take an extra triangle from your other bag.)
This is a grid. I'm going to put some blocks on it and
leave one blank for you to put in. '.v'atch:
Red
'ellow
Blue
Red
,
Blue — ,
? 1 ! !
'
•
/A Ci
i
Yellow L i . Red -j
i
-i ^ -f
i i_i [ Blue 1 i
'
Yeilov;i' ' rr 1
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.T.ich place r^oer in the spot? (If che;; puc the v.-rons one in,
sayt that'n -pood, but I v/as thinkin:^ this one rcir^ht zo there
bocaure ita blue.)
ilov/, i'~ ,Toin;T -3 taite therr. all off and put ther. on azair.
differently. I'll leave some for you to put on to finish
the pattern, oee /- 2 (ue sure you took out the extra piece and
replaced it in its ba-.) '\/ZHY GOOD
Let's try it one tiore time. Mov/, I'm leaving more r.oaces for
you to fill. Put them on so they finish this pattern. GOOD J02
Class Inclusion;
I'm 30inE to put these blocks away, but I have some different ones.
Lev's look at them. (Spread out blue triangles and squares, and red
triangles. Can you name the shapes for me?
—Are there more reds or triangles?
—Are there more blues or squares?
Are there more triangles or squares?
I'iPY GOOD!
!
Orientation:
Hov;, I'm going to ask you some questions.
Can you shov/ me your left hand?
—Tour right leg?
—Your right hand?
(face the -student)
—Can you shov/ me my left ear?
—
.y left arm?
—Iiy right shoulder?
(Get out 3 triangles and put them in a row blue, red, blue
and sit beside him/her again)
— tCo-.'/ can you shov; ms the triangle to tne rignt 0: t.te red 0;
— lo the _ef-, of the red one?
—To the rirht of the bl'ue one?
Vw.l" GOOD! Tnat -.'as hard.
0 : Battery:rthoirratjhic .^esralarity Test
Orientation (Letters)
I have a oook here. Let's pretend ve'rc goin? to read. ..'hicn
'^y .-.'ould I hold the book? (give it to the child upside lovm.y
^ '/ere j'joir.^ to read, v/here would I begin on the pane?
!ov’, going to read and point. .Vhen I stop pointing will vou
point for r.e so I know v/hat to read next ? O.K. (Sead ? lines
and stop in the middle of the third-let the child point until
jiou have returned to the left hand margin at least once.)
In this bag I have some letters. These are yours. Now.
pretend to make a word using all these letters and put them on
these lines here.
—*vhere is the beginning if I were going to read this word?
(take the letters off) Now can you make another pretend word
for me?
—v/here is the beginaing if I were going to read this word?
Now, I'm going to make a word. (Remake a word with their letters
—
."nere is the left of the word?
I'll make another word (make "name or mane")
—Now v/here is the letter to the left of "a"?
—V/here is the letter to the left of "m"?
—'/here is the letter to the right of "n"?
V£RY IXD!
i•ultiole lla.-.sification( letters)
Remember '.-/hen './e put the blocks on the grid? This grid has
'./ords, but something is v/rong 'v/ith it. Can you see wnats' wrong?
.hats right a \tord is missing. I have some v/ords here. You don't
nave to read them.. Just go by looks and see 'which one fits the
pattern best GOOD!
I have another grid 'with f./o 'words missing, '.'.'hich v/ords
these cards '-/ill fit best? GOOD!
:rom.
Look -fhat I have here There are no words or. 'his grid-
I'tr. eoi.-..:^ to put so.te ir. and let you fill ir. the rest to fi.oish
the pattern.
l.et '3 do it agnin. I'll take the words off and put then on in
a different order, 'fou put the rest on to finish the pattern.
\-7Ci aOOD! !
Orderinr: (Use the sane letters as for t.he orientation task)
here are sone letters for you and some for ne. Let's see
if they're the sane. Ciiatch your 2 sets.) I'n goir.g to nake
a word and I '*ant you to make a word just like nine with your
letters. OCOD!
L'ow, I'll nake a new 'word. Can you nake one like nine?
jOOD!
How, lets take your word off. -—Can you nake a word .with
the letters starting just the opposite of nine so it will look
like mine turned around?
nodel: nean answer: naem
Good try. Now, wee if you can reverse the letters for this
word.
nodel; name ans-wer; etnan
VERY 'GOOD!
!
Class Incl'jsion:
I have a piece of paper here '.«.th sone letters and
'.words on it.
Can you show ne a letter? A '.word? How many letters
are there?
How nany words are there? .-mat are the letters?
—
-Are there
more "e"s or nore letters? —Are there nore letters
or nore"e"s
Here is sone nore words. How nany letters?
Hkat are they?
How nany './ords? Are there nore "s"s or
nore '.words? Hore '.words
or ^ore o
.Here is another trou? of '.words. How nany
letters and '.words or.
this one? __Are there nore letters or
nore -words?
For this new sentence how nany letters
and hovw nany -words?
—t*.re there nore -words or more letters?
. ''Tiot** ar* lots of '.words on tnis
Look at this oiece o: paper. .nere
. -u-a
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aren': rhere? (Do you k.nov;
-/hat a sentence is'; It begins here
•/ith this bic letter and ends •.•/ith the dot.)
Class incla3ion( letters
)
--Now, are there more words or more sentences?
—Are there more sentences or more words?
Here is another sheet of paper. How many words are on this?
riov/ many sentences?
—Are there more sentences or more words?
—More v/ords or more sentence?
IZHY GOODl
!


